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Abstract
We investigate a rich new class of exactly solvable particle systems generalizing the Totally
Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (TASEP). Our particle systems can be thought of as new
exactly solvable examples of tandem queues, directed first- or last-passage percolation models,
or Robinson-Schensted-Knuth type systems with random input. One of the novel features of
the particle systems is the presence of spatial inhomogeneity which can lead to the formation of
traffic jams.
For systems with special step-like initial data, we find explicit limit shapes, describe hydro-
dynamic evolution, and obtain asymptotic fluctuation results which put the systems into the
Kardar-Parisi-Zhang universality class. At a critical scaling around a traffic jam in the continu-
ous space TASEP, we observe deformations of the Tracy-Widom distribution and the extended
Airy kernel, revealing the finer structure of this novel type of phase transitions.
A homogeneous version of a discrete space system we consider is a one-parameter deformation
of the geometric last-passage percolation, and we obtain extensions of the limit shape parabola
and the corresponding asymptotic fluctuation results.
The exact solvability and asymptotic behavior results are powered by a new nontrivial con-
nection to Schur measures and processes.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Discrete time TASEP
The paper’s main goal is two-fold:
• We introduce new stochastic particle systems in discrete and continuous inhomogeneous space
generalizing the well-known Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (TASEP), and express
their observables (with arbitrary inhomogeneity) through Schur measures, a widely used tool
for getting asymptotic fluctuations in a variety of stochastic systems in one and two spatial
dimensions;
• In a continuous space system which we call the continuous space TASEP, we study the effect of
spatial inhomogeneity on the fluctuation distribution around the traffic jam, and obtain a phase
transition of a novel type.
We begin by recalling the original TASEP, and in the next subsection define its extension which
gives rise to new exactly solvable systems in inhomogeneous space.
The TASEP is one of the most studied nonequilibrium particle systems [Spi70], [Kru91], [Joh00],
with applications ranging from protein synthesis [MGP68], [ZDS11] to traffic modeling [Hel01].
TASEP in discrete time is a Markov process on particle configurations in Z (with at most one
particle per site) which evolves as follows. During each discrete time step T − 1→ T , every particle
flips an independent p-coin to decide whether it wants to jump one step to the right. Suppose the
coin flip for some particle indicates a jump attempt. If the site to the right is vacant, the particle
makes the jump, otherwise it remains in the same position.1 See Figure 1 for an illustration.
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Figure 1: Discrete time TASEP with parallel update and its interpretation as a geometric corner
growth. In this time step three particles make a jump attempt but one of them is blocked.
1The standard continuous time TASEP (likely the version most familiar to the reader) is obtained from this discrete
time process by scaling time by p−1 and sending p→ 0.
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Start the TASEP from the step initial configuration under which the particles occupy every
site of Z<0, and there are no particles in Z≥0. Let h(T, x) be the random height function of the
TASEP, that is, the number of particles to the right of x ∈ Z at time T . At the level of Law of
Large Numbers, the height function grows linearly with time, and its macroscopic shape evolves
according to the hydrodynamic equation [Lig05], [Spo91], [Lig99]. The first Central Limit Theorem
type result on fluctuations of the height functions was obtained about two decades ago:
Theorem 1.1 ([Joh00]). There exist functions c1(κ), c2(κ) such that
lim
T→∞
Prob
(
h(T, bκT c)− c1(κ)T
c2(κ)T 1/3
> −r
)
= FGUE(r), r ∈ R,
where FGUE is the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution [TW94].
In particular, TASEP fluctuations live on the on T 1/3 scale, in contrast with the T 1/2 scale
observed in probabilistic systems based on sums of independent random variables. This result puts
TASEP into the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) universality class [FS11], [Cor12], [HHT15], [QS15],
[Cor16].
There has been much development in further understanding the asymptotic behavior of TASEP
and related models, including effects of different initial conditions and different particle speeds
[ITW01], [GTW02], [PS02], [IS05], [BFPS07], [BFS09], [MQR17]. Much of this work relies on exact
solvability of TASEP which is powered by the algebraic structure of Schur measures and processes
[Oko01], [OR03]. An extension of Theorem 1.1 to ASEP (in which particles can jump in both
directions) was proved a decade ago in the pioneering work of Tracy and Widom [TW09]. This has
brought new exciting tools of Macdonald polynomials, Bethe Ansatz, and Yang-Baxter equation
into the study of stochastic interacting particle systems [BC14], [BP16a].
One important aspect of TASEP asymptotics that has been quite hard to understand deals with
running TASEP in inhomogeneous space. By this we mean that each particle’s jumping probability
p = px depends on the particle’s current location x. For the inhomogeneous space TASEP the exact
solvability (connections to Schur measures and processes or Bethe Ansatz) seems to break down.
Recent progress has been made in a particular case of the slow bond TASEP. Namely, if px = 1
everywhere except p0 = 1−ε, then for any ε > 0 the macroscopic speed of the TASEP at 0 decreases
[BSS14] (see also the previous works [JL92], [Sep01], [CLST13]). A Central Limit Theorem for T 1/2
Gaussian fluctuations in the slow bond TASEP was established in [BSS17].
1.2 Doubly geometric corner growth in discrete space
Let us reinterpret the TASEP with step initial configuration described above as a geometric cor-
ner growth model. The corner growth is a discrete time Markov process on the space of weakly
decreasing height functions (or interfaces) H : Z≥1 → Z≥0 such that H(1) = +∞ and H(N) = 0
for large enough N . Initially, we have H0(N) = 0 for all N ≥ 2, and at each discrete time step we
independently add a 1 × 1 box to every inner corner of the interface with probability p. Adding a
box corresponds to a jump of one particle in the TASEP. See Figure 1, where the interface is rotated
by 45◦ to match with the particle system.
We are now in a position to describe an inhomogeneous extension of TASEP in this corner
growth language, after specifying the parameter families.
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Definition 1.2 (Discrete parameters). The discrete systems we consider depend on the following
parameters:
ai ∈ (0,+∞), i = 1, 2, . . . ;
βt ∈ (0,+∞), t = 1, 2, . . . ;
νj ∈
[− inft≥1,i≥1(βtai), 1), j = 2, 3, . . . . (1.1)
The parameters in each of the families are assumed to be uniformly bounded away from the open
boundaries of the corresponding intervals.2
The doubly geometric inhomogeneous corner growth model (DGCG, for short) is, by definition, a
discrete time Markov chain HT (N) on the space of height functions, where N is the spatial variable
and T means discrete time.
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Figure 2: A possible step in DGCG. The inner corners before the step are at locations 2, 4, 5, and 7.
The random growth proceeds as follows. Let 2 = N1 < . . . < Nk be all inner corners of HT , i.e.,
all locations at which HT (Ni−1) > HT (Ni). During the time step T → T +1, at every inner corner
Ni we independently add a 1× 1 box (i.e., increase the interface at Ni by one) with probability
Prob (add a box at inner corner Ni at step T → T + 1) = βt+1aNi−1
1 + βt+1aNi−1
. (1.2)
If a box at Ni is added, we also instantaneously add an independent random number ≤ Ni+1 −
Ni − 1 (with Nk+1 = +∞, by agreement) of boxes to the right of it according to the truncated
inhomogeneous geometric distribution
Prob (add 0 ≤ m ≤ Ni+1 −Ni − 1 more boxes)
=
{
p(0)p(1) . . . p(m− 1)(1− p(m)), 0 ≤ m < Ni+1 −Ni − 1;
p(0)p(1) . . . p(Ni+1 −Ni − 2), m = Ni+1 −Ni − 1,
(1.3)
where
p(r) = pT+1,Ni(r) :=
νr+Ni + βt+1ar+Ni
1 + βt+1ar+Ni
(1.4)
(note that this quantity is nonnegative, as it should be). See Figure 2 for an illustration.
2Throughout most of the paper the parameters νj are additionally assumed nonnegative, but the DGCG model
makes sense under the weaker restrictions νj + βtai ≥ 0 for all i, t, j.
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In the simpler homogeneous case ai ≡ 1, βt ≡ β, νj ≡ ν (note that setting ai to the particular
constant 1 does not restrict the generality of the homogeneous model), the random growth HT (N)
uses two independent identically distributed families of geometric random variables (hence the name
“doubly geometric corner growth”):
• A new 1× 1 box is added after a geometric waiting time with probability of success β1+β .
• If a box is added, we also instantaneously add an independent random number of 1× 1 boxes to
the right of the added box according to the truncated geometric distribution
Prob(add 0 ≤ m ≤M more boxes) =

(
ν+β
1+β
)m
1−ν
1+β , 0 ≤ m < M ;(
ν+β
1+β
)M
, m = M,
(1.5)
where M is the maximal number of boxes which can be added without overhanging.
Remark 1.3. When we formally set ν = −β and p = β1+β , the homogeneous DGCG model becomes
the usual TASEP (in its geometric corner growth formulation). Indeed, for ν = −β no extra boxes
are instantaneously added to the randomly growing interface. In Section 6 we discuss the relation
between the limit shape of the usual geometric corner growth and the homogeneous DGCG model.
The homogeneous DGCG was suggested in [DPPP12], [Pov13] and further studied (on a ring)
in [DPP15]. Similar tandem queuing and first-passage percolation models also appeared earlier in
[Woe05], [Mar09].
1.3 Continuous space TASEP
Let us now describe our second and main model, the continuous space TASEP. It is a continuous time
Markov process on the space of finite particle configurations in R>0. The particles are ordered, and
the process preserves the ordering. More than one particle per site is allowed, and one should think
that particles at the same site form a vertical stack (consisting of ≥ 1 particles). It is convenient to
think that there is an infinite stack of particles at location 0.
The process depends on a speed function ξ(y), y ∈ R≥0, which is assumed positive, piecewise
continuous, and bounded away from 0 and +∞. We also need a scale parameter L > 0 which will
later go to infinity. The process evolves as follows:
Definition 1.4 (Evolution of the continuous space TASEP). New particles leave the infinite stack
at 0 at rate3 ξ(0). If there are particles in a stack located at x ∈ R>0, then one particle may
(independently) decide to leave this stack at rate ξ(x). Almost surely at each moment in time only
one particle can start moving. Finally, the moving particle instantaneously jumps to the right by
a random distance min(Y, x(r) − x), where Y is an independent exponential random variable with
mean 1/L, and x(r) is the coordinate of the nearest stack to the right of the one at x (x(r) = +∞
if there are no stacks to the right of x). In other words, if the desired moving distance is too large,
then the moving particle joins the stack immediately to the right of its old location.
See Figure 3 for an illustration.
3We say that a certain event has rate µ > 0 if it repeats after independent random time intervals which have
exponential distribution with rate µ (and mean µ−1).
5
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Figure 3: A possible jump in the continuous space TASEP.
The continuous space TASEP arises from the DGCG in a certain Poisson type limit transition
which preserves exact solvability. We study asymptotic behavior of the continuous space TASEP
in an arbitrary landscape described by the function ξ(·). We obtain the limit shape and investigate
fluctuations and phase transitions at points of discontinuous decrease in ξ. These points can be
interpreted as traffic accidents, road work, or drastic changes in the landscape, and may lead to
traffic jams. By a traffic jam we mean the presence of a large number of particles in a small interval,
which corresponds to a discontinuity of the macroscopic height function.
Remark 1.5. It is possible to add obstacles of another type to the continuous space TASEP.
These are fixed sites b ∈ R>0 (interpreted as traffic lights or roadblocks) which with some positive
probability capture particles flying over them (precise definition in Section 2.3). Roadblocks may
create shocks of Baik-Ben Arous-Pe´che´ type. The corresponding asymptotic results are given in
Section 4.
1.4 Results
Let HT (N) be the height function (= interface) of DGCG with the initial condition H0(N) = 0 for
N ≥ 2. In the continuous space TASEP, let H(t, χ) count the number of particles to the right of the
location χ at time t (when initially the line R>0 has no particles). The first main result of the paper
connect both families of random variables {HT (N)}T and {H(t, χ)}t (for fixedN and χ, respectively)
to determinantal processes. In particular, the joint distribution of
{
HTj (N + 1)
}
coincides with the
joint distribution of the leftmost points in a certain Schur process depending on the parameters
a1, . . . , aN , {βt}, and ν2, . . . , νN . The determinantal structure of the continuous space TASEP’s
height function {H(t, χ)}t is obtained as a limit from the DGCG case. See Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for
detailed formulations of structural results.
Our second group of results concern asymptotic analysis. Using the determinantal structure,
we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the continuous space TASEP, that is, study H(θL, χ) as
L → ∞ and the speed function ξ(·) is fixed (there is no need to scale the continuous space). Our
asymptotic results are the following:
• (Law of Large Numbers; Theorem 4.5) We show that there exists a deterministic limit (in proba-
bility) of the rescaled height function L−1H(θL, χ) as L→ +∞. The limit shapes is a Legendre
dual of an explicit function involving an integral over the inhomogeneous space.
• (Hydrodynamic equations; Appendix B) We present informal derivations of hydrodynamic partial
differential equations for the limiting densities in DGCG and the continuous space TASEP. This
is done by constructing families of local translation invariant stationary distributions of arbitrary
density, and computing the flux (also called current) of particles.
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• (Central Limit type Theorem; Theorem 4.6) We show that generically the fluctuations of the
height function around the limit shape are of order L1/3 and are governed by the GUE Tracy-
Widom distribution as in Theorem 1.1. We also consider the corresponding fluctuations at a
single location and different times, leading to the Airy2 process. In the presence of shocks caused
by roadblocks we observe a phase transition of Baik-Ben Arous-Pe´che´ type.
• (Fluctuations in traffic jams; Theorem 4.7) The most striking feature of our asymptotic results is
a phase transition of a new type in the continuous space TASEP. Namely, there is a transition in
fluctuation distribution as one approaches a point of discontinuous decrease in the speed function
ξ(·) from the right. There is a critical distance from the jump discontinuity of ξ(·) at which the
fluctuations are governed by a deformation of the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution. This deforma-
tion can in principle be also obtained in a limit of an inhomogeneous last-passage percolation, or
in a multiparameter Wishart-like random matrix model. Both models were considered in [BP08],
and our kernel for the deformed GUE Tracy-Widom distribution is a particular case of formula (6)
in that paper.
We leave a detailed investigation of the DGCG model (including phase transitions in fluctuations)
for a future work. Here we only consider the homogeneous DGCG which depends on two parameters
β > 0 and ν ∈ [−β, 1) and is a one-parameter extension of the standard corner growth model. We
show (Section 6) that the limit shape in the homogeneous DGCG is a one-parameter deformation
of the corner growth’s limit shape parabola, and obtain the corresponding GUE Tracy-Widom
fluctuations.
1.5 Methods
Since the seminal works [BDJ99], [Joh00], [BOO00], [Oko01], [OR03] about two decades ago, Schur
measures and processes proved to be a very successful tool in the asymptotic analysis of a large class
of interacting particle systems and models of statistical mechanics. These methods of Integrable
Probability also serve as our main analytic tool. However, the connection between the models
we consider and Schur processes is not that apparent. We consider establishing and utilizing this
connection an important part of the paper. From this point of view, DGCG and continuous TASEP
extend the field of classical models solved by means of Schur functions.
Curiously, it became possible to find this connection to Schur processes only due to recent
developments in the study of stochastic higher spin six vertex models. Namely, the continuous
space TASEP is a q ↘ 0 degeneration of the inhomogeneous exponential jump model studied in
[BP18b]. The methods used in that paper involved computing q-moments of the height function
of the model, and break down for q = 0 (see Section 2.4 below for more detail). Here we apply
a different approach based on a nontrivial coupling [OP17] between the stochastic higher spin six
vertex model and q-Whittaker measures and processes. This coupling survives passing to the q ↘ 0
limit and produces a coupling between DGCG and Schur processes, which circumvents the issue of
not having observables of q-moment type for q = 0. Moreover, at q = 0 the q-Whittaker processes
turn into the Schur ones which possess determinantal structure [Oko01], [OR03].
The passage from DGCG to the continuous space TASEP preserves the determinantal structure
coming from the Schur measures. The determinantal process associated with the continuous space
TASEP lives on infinite particle configurations and depends on the arbitrary speed function ξ(·).
In particular cases this limit transition has appeared in [BO07], [BD11], [BO17]. In full generality
this limit of Schur measures and processes seems new.
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To obtain our asymptotic results, we perform analysis of the correlation kernel (written in a
double contour integral form) by the steepest descent method. Because of the presence of inhomo-
geneity parameters in the kernel, the steepest descent analysis requires several difficult technical
estimates.
We also note that using the determinantal methods of Schur measures and processes we are able
to analyze the asymptotic behavior of joint distributions of the height function at different times (of
either DGCG or the continuous space TASEP) at a single location. It is interesting that the Schur
structure we employ does not cover joint distributions at several space locations (see Section 2.4 for
more discussion). A companion paper [Pet19] deals with a simpler model in inhomogeneous space
in which an analysis of certain joint distributions across space and time is possible.
1.6 Equivalent formulations
Both the DGCG and the continuous space TASEP possess a number of equivalent formulations and
interpretations most of which mimic equivalences known for the usual TASEP.
The doubly geometric corner growth model has the following interpretations:
• A corner growth model, the original definition in Section 1.2;
• A generalization of the classical TASEP from Section 1.1 in which the jumping distance of each
particle is the product of independent Bernoulli and the geometric random variables:4
Prob(j) =
1j=0
1 + β
+
β 1j≥1
1 + β
(
ν + β
1 + β
)j−1 1− ν
1 + β
, j ∈ Z≥0. (1.6)
Jumping over the particle to the right is forbidden. See Figure 4 for an illustration, and Ap-
pendix A.1 for more detail. We call (1.6) the geometric-Bernoulli distribution (or gB distribution,
for short).
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Figure 4: DGCG model and its matching to a generalization of TASEP which we call the gB-TASEP.
• Via the exclusion/zero range duality (essentially, by looking at the growing DGCG interface in the
(H,N) coordinates) the DGCG can be interpreted as a zero range process with the gB hopping
distribution.
4Throughout the paper 1A stands for the indicator of an event A. By 1 (without subscripts) we will also mean the
identity operator.
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• A directed last-passage percolation model with a random environment type modification (Ap-
pendix A.2).
• A directed first-passage percolation model on a strict-weak lattice with independent gB distributed
weights (Appendix A.3). This interpretation is closely related to applying the column Robinson-
Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence to a random matrix with independent gB distributed
entries. Limit shapes for this (homogeneous) model were considered previously in [Mar09].
• A free fermion type degeneration of the stochastic higher spin six vertex model studied in, e.g.,
[Bor17], [CP16], [BP18a].
• Via a coupling of [OP17], certain observables of the (free fermion degenerate) stochastic higher
spin six vertex model are mapped to those in a TASEP with time-mixed geometric and Bernoulli
steps. The latter is directly linked to Schur processes providing a crucial ingredient for exact
solvability of the DGCG.
The last two interpretations are explained in Section 2, and are crucially employed in the proof of
the determinantal structure of DGCG and continuous space TASEP in Section 3.
In the limit to the continuous space TASEP the first-passage percolation model coming out of
DGCG turns into a semi-discrete directed first-passage percolation, with a modification that each
point of a Poisson process has an additional independent exponential weight. See Appendix A.4.
Moreover, the continuous space TASEP has a natural formulation as a continuous time tandem
queuing system. The jobs (= particles) enter the system according to a Poisson clock at 0. Each
point of the real line is a server with exponential service times (and the rate depends on the server’s
coordinate). The job processed at one server is sent to the right (according to an exponential
random distance with mean 1/L) and either joins the queue at the nearest server on the right, or
forms a new queue.
1.7 Related work on spatially inhomogeneous systems
The study of interacting particle systems in inhomogeneous space started with numerical and hydro-
dynamic analysis. Numerical simulations were mainly motivated by applications to traffic modeling
[KF96], [Ben+99], [Kru00], [DZS08], [Hel01].
The hydrodynamic treatment of interacting particle systems is the main tool of their asymptotic
analysis [Lig05], [Lig76], [And82], [AK84], [Spo91], [Lig99] in the absence of exact formulas. This
technique allows to prove the law of large numbers and write down a macroscopic PDE for the limit
shape of the height function. Hydrodynamic methods have been successfully applied to spatially
inhomogeneous systems including TASEP in, e.g., [Lan96], [Sep99], [RT08], [GKS10], [Cal15].
Limit shapes of directed last-passage percolation in random inhomogeneous environment have
been studied in [SK99] and more recently in [Emr16], [CG18]. Other spatially inhomogeneous
systems were considered in, e.g., [BNKR94], [TTCB10], [Bla11], [Bla12], with focus on condensa-
tion/clustering effects and understanding of phase diagrams.
A stochastic partial differential equation limit of the spatially inhomogeneous ASEP was ob-
tained recently in [CT18]. This limit regime to an SPDE differs from the one we consider since one
needs to scale down the ASEP asymmetry, while we work in a totally asymmetric setting from the
beginning.
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Rigorously proving asymptotic results on fluctuations in interacting particle systems in the KPZ
universality class typically require exact formulas. A first example of such a result is Theorem 1.1 of
[Joh00] which essentially utilizes Schur measures. In the presence of spatial inhomogeneity, however,
integrable structures in systems like TASEP break down. In fact, the understanding of asymptotic
fluctuations remains a challenge for most spatially inhomogeneous systems in the KPZ class. An
exception is the Gaussian fluctuation behavior in the slow bond TASEP established recently in
[BSS17]. In contrast, inserting particle-dependent inhomogeneity parameters (i.e., when particles
have different speeds) preserves most of the structure which allows to get asymptotic fluctuations,
e.g., see [Bai06], [BFS09], [Dui13], [Bar15].
In principle, the (time)1/3 scale of fluctuations in certain spatially inhomogeneous zero range
processes may be established as in [BKS12], but this does not give access to fluctuation distribu-
tions. The previous work [BP18b] is a first example of rigorous fluctuation asymptotics (to the
point of establishing Tracy-Widom fluctuation distributions) in a spatially inhomogeneous TASEP-
like particle system (which is a q-deformation of our continuous space TASEP). The present work
improves on the results of [BP18b] by treating joint fluctuations in the q = 0 system and looking at
fluctuations close to traffic jams. Overall, in this paper we explore a whole new family of natural
exactly solvable systems with spatial inhomogeneity.
1.8 Outline
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe how the DGCG model is related to a
(free fermion) stochastic higher spin six vertex model, and get the continuous space TASEP as a
Poisson-type limit of DGCG. We also recall the (degeneration of) the result of [OP17] linking the
stochastic vertex model to a TASEP with mixed geometric and Bernoulli steps. In Section 3 we show
how the latter connection leads to a determinantal structure in both the DGCG and continuous
space TASEP models. In Section 4 we formulate the asymptotic results about the continuous space
TASEP and the homogeneous DGCG, and prove them in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the
homogeneous version of the DGCG model, obtain its limit shape and fluctuations, and show that
they present a one-parameter extension of the celebrated geometric corner growth model.
In Appendix A we discuss in detail a number of equivalent combinatorial formulations of the
DGCG and the continuous space TASEP. Appendix B presents informal derivations of hydrody-
namic partial differential equations. Appendix C contains the definitions of various fluctuation
kernels appearing in the paper.
Notation. Throughout the paper C,Ci, c, cj stand for positive constants which are independent
of the main asymptotic parameter L → +∞. The values of the constants might change from line
to line.
2 Stochastic vertex models and particle systems
Here we explain how the DGCG and continuous space TASEP defined in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 are
related to a certain stochastic vertex model. Joint distributions of the height function in the latter
model are coupled to a TASEP with time-mixed geometric and Bernoulli steps via results of [OP17]
which we also recall.
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2.1 Schur vertex model
We begin by describing a stochastic vertex model whose height function coincides with the DGCG
interface HN (T ). Both models depend on the parameters ai, νj , βt from Definition 1.2.
First we recall a q-dependent inhomogeneous stochastic higher spin six vertex introduced in
[BP18a]. We follow the notation of [OP17] with the agreement that the parameters ui in the latter
paper are expressed through our parameters as ut ≡ −βt > 0, t = 1, 2, . . .. The stochastic higher
spin six vertex model is a probability distribution on the set of infinite oriented up-right paths drawn
in (N,T ) ∈ Z≥2 × Z≥1, with all paths starting from a left-to-right arrow entering at some of the
points {(2, T ) : T ∈ Z≥1} on the left boundary. No paths enter through the bottom boundary. Paths
cannot share horizontal pieces, but common vertices and vertical pieces are allowed. The probability
distribution on this set of paths is constructed in a Markovian way. First, we flip independent coins
with probability of success a1βT /(1 + a1βT ), t ∈ Z≥1, and for each success start a path at the point
(2, T ) on the left boundary.
2 3 4 5 6 71
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N + T = 5
Figure 5: Sampling a path configuration inductively.
Then, assume that we have already defined the configuration inside the triangle {(N,T ) : N+T ≤
n}, where n ≥ 2. For each vertex (N,T ) with N + T = n, we know the number of incoming ar-
rows (from below and from the left) into this vertex. Sample, independently for each such vertex,
the number of outgoing arrows according to the stochastic vertex weights L
(q)
aN ,νN ,βT
given in Def-
inition 2.1 below. In this way the path configuration is now defined inside the larger triangle
{(N,T ) : N + T ≤ n+ 1}, and we can continue inductively. See Figure 5 for an illustration.
Definition 2.1. The (q-dependent) vertex weights is a collection L
(q)
a,ν,β(i1, j1; i2, j2), i1, i2 ∈ Z≥0,
j1, j2 ∈ {0, 1}, where i1 and j1 are the numbers of arrows entering the vertex, respectively, from
below and from the left, and i2 and j2 are the numbers of arrows leaving the vertex, respectively,
upwards and to the right. The concrete expressions for L
(q)
a,ν,β are given in the following table:
g
0
g
0
g
0
g − 1
1
g
1
g
1
g
1
g + 1
0
L
(q)
a,ν,β
1 + aβqg
1 + aβ
aβ(1− qg)
1 + aβ
νqg + aβ
1 + aβ
1− νqg
1 + aβ
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Here g ∈ Z≥0 is arbitrary. Note that the weight automatically vanishes at the forbidden configura-
tion (0, 0;−1, 1).
We impose the arrow preservation property: L
(q)
a,ν,β(i1, j1; i2, j2) vanishes unless i1 + j1 = i2 + j2
(i.e., the number of outgoing arrows is the same as the number of incoming ones). Moreover, the
weights are stochastic:∑
i2,j2∈Z≥0 : i2+j2=i1+j1
L
(q)
a,ν,β(i1, j1; i2, j2) = 1, L
(q)
a,ν,β(i1, j1; i2, j2) ≥ 0. (2.1)
The nonnegativity of the weights holds if q ∈ [0, 1), a, β ∈ (0,+∞), and ν ≥ −aβ. We can thus
interpret L
(q)
a,ν,β(i1, j1; i2, j2) as a (conditional) probability that there are i2 and j2 arrows leaving the
vertex given that there are i1 and j1 arrows entering the vertex.
The weights L
(q)
a,ν,β remain stochastic when setting q = 0. The new vertex weights depend on
whether i1 is zero or not, and are given in Figure 6. We call the corresponding stochastic higher
spin six vertex model the Schur vertex model due to its connections with Schur measures which we
explore later.
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
L
(q=0)
a,ν,β 1
ν + aβ
1 + aβ
1− ν
1 + aβ
g
0
g
0
g
0
g − 1
1
g
1
g
1
g
1
g + 1
0
L
(q=0)
a,ν,β
1
1 + aβ
aβ
1 + aβ
aβ
1 + aβ
1
1 + aβ
Figure 6: The vertex weights for q = 0. Everywhere in the second row we have g ≥ 1.
T
T + 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 7: A step T → T + 1 in the Schur vertex model viewed as a parallel update. The path at
2 decides to travel by 2. The path at 5 starts traveling, but when it reaches 6 it has to stop. The
path at 6 decides not to travel.
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One crucial observation regarding the q = 0 weights in Figure 6 is that L
(q=0)
a,ν,β (i1, j1; i2, j2)
depends on j1 only if i1 = 0. That is, the evolution T → T+1 in the Schur vertex can be regarded as
a parallel update (for this reason one can say that setting q = 0 means a “free fermion” degeneration).
In particular, each nonempty cluster of paths at each horizontal coordinate N independently decides
(with probability aNβT+1/(1+aNβT+1)) to emit one path which travels to the right. This traveling
path then makes a random number of steps to the right, at each step deciding to continue or to
stop with probabilities corresponding to the vertices (0, 1; 0, 1) or (0, 1; 1, 0), respectively. If the
path reaches the neighboring cluster of paths on the right, then it has to stop. See Figure 7 for
an illustration. This establishes a correspondence between the Schur vertex model and the DGCG
model from Section 1.2:
Proposition 2.2. The height function of the q = 0 vertex model
HT (N) = #{paths which are ≥ N at vertical coordinate T}
is the same as HT (N) in the DGCG model.
2.2 TASEP with mixed geometric and Bernoulli steps
This subsection is essentially a citation (and a q = 0 degeneration) of [OP17] mapping the Schur
vertex model to a TASEP with mixed steps. We continue to work with the parameters ai, βt, νj as
in Definition 1.2, but in addition require that νj ≥ 0. In the mixed TASEP, the inhomogeneity is
put onto particles, not space: each particle Yi is assigned the parameter ai.
Definition 2.3. The geometric step with parameter α > 0 such that aiα < 1 for all i applied to a
configuration ~Y = (Y1 > Y2 > . . .) in Z (with at most particle per site and densely packed at −∞) is
defined as follows. Each particle Yj with an empty site to the right (almost surely there are finitely
many such particles at any finite time) samples an independent geometric random variable gj with
distribution
Prob(gj = m) = (ajα)
m(1− ajα), m ∈ Z≥0,
and jumps by min(gj , Yj−1−Yj − 1) steps to the right (with Y0 = +∞ by agreement). See Figure 4
in the Introduction for an illustration of a possible jump (though note that the jump’s distribution
differs from the one in the figure). When α = 0, the geometric step does not change the configuration.
Definition 2.4. Under the Bernoulli step with parameter β > 0, the configuration ~Y is randomly
updated as follows. First, each particle Yj tosses an independent coin with probability of success
ajβ/(1 + ajβ). Then, sequentially for j = 1, 2, . . ., the particle Yj jumps to the right by one if its
coin is a success and the destination is unoccupied. If the coin is a failure or the destination is
occupied, the particle Yj stays put. (The first particle Y1 moves with probability a1β/(1 + a1β)
since there are no particles to the right of it.) Since the probability of success is strictly less than
1, the jumps eventually stop because the configuration is densely packed at −∞.
Note that this Bernoulli step has sequential update as opposed to the parallel update in the
discrete time TASEP discussed in Section 1.1.
Definition 2.5. The mixed TASEP {Yj(N − 1;T )} with parameters ai > 0, βt > 0, νj ∈ [0, 1),
and N ∈ Z≥1 is a discrete time Markov process on particle configurations on Z (with at most one
particle per site) defined as follows. Starts from the step initial configuration Yj(0; 0) = −j, j ∈ Z≥1
and first make N − 1 geometric steps with parameters ν2/a2, . . . , νN/aN (some of these parameters
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might be zero; the corresponding geometric steps do not change the configuration). Let ~Y (N −1; 0)
denote the configuration after these geometric steps. Then make T Bernoulli steps with parameters
β1, . . . , βT , and denote the resulting configuration by ~Y (N − 1;T ).
Theorem 2.6 ([OP17]). Fix N ∈ Z≥1 and 0 ≤ T1 ≤ . . . ≤ T`. We have the following equality of
joint distributions between the Schur vertex model and the mixed TASEP:{
HTj (N)
}`
j=1
d
= {YN (N − 1;Tj) +N}`j=1 . (2.2)
Proof. This follows by setting q = 0 in Theorem 1.1 (or Theorem 5.9) in [OP17]. Note that in
contrast with the observables of q-moment type, setting q = 0 in these equalities in distribution is
perfectly justified, and leads to the desired result (cf. Section 2.4 below for more discussion).
Together Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 link the joint distributions of the DGCG (at a single
location and different times) to those in the mixed TASEP. The latter are known to be certain
observables of Schur processes. In this way we see that the DGCG possesses a determinantal
structure. The structure is described in detail in Section 3 below.
2.3 Continuous space TASEP as a limit of DGCG
Let us now explain how the DGCG (equivalently, the Schur vertex model) converges to the contin-
uous space TASEP. We will consider a more general process which includes roadblocks. Thus, the
continuous space TASEP is a continuous time Markov process {X(t)}t≥0 on the space
X := {(x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xk > 0) : xi ∈ R and k ∈ Z≥0 is arbitrary}
of finite particle configurations on R>0. The particles are ordered, and the process preserves this
ordering. However, more than one particle per site it allowed.
The Markov process X(t) on X depends on the following data:
• Distance parameter L > 0 (going to infinity in our asymptotic regimes);
• Speed function ξ(y), y ∈ R≥0, which is assumed to be positive, piecewise continuous, have left
and right limits, and uniformly bounded away from 0 and +∞;
• Discrete set B ⊂ R>0 (whose elements will be referred to as roadblocks) without accumulation
points such that there are finitely many points of B in a right neighborhood of 0. Fix a function
p : B→ (0, 1).
The process X(t) evolves as follows:
• New particles enter R>0 (leaving 0) at rate ξ(0);
• If at some time t > 0 there are particles at a location x ∈ R>0, then one particle decides to leave
this location at rate ξ(x) (these events occur independently for each occupied location). Almost
surely at each moment in time only one particle can start moving;
• The moving particle (say, xj) instantaneously jumps to the right by some random distance xj(t)−
xj(t−) = min(Y, xj−1(t−)−xj(t−)) (by agreement, x0 ≡ +∞). The distribution of Y is as follows:
Prob(Y ≥ y) = e−Ly
∏
b∈B, xj(t−)<b<xj(t−)+y
p(b).
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0 x
Rate = ξ(x), Prob = p(b1)
b2 ∈ Bb1 ∈ B
Figure 8: A possible jump in the continuous space TASEP X(t). The jump occurs at rate ξ(x).
The moving particle overcomes the roadblock at b1 with probability p(b1), and joins the next stack
because the particles preserve order.
This completes the definition of the continuous space TASEP. See Figure 8 for an illustration.
We define the height function of the process X(t) by
H(t, χ) := #{particles xi at time t such that xi ≥ χ}.
The height functionH(t, χ) is almost surely weakly decreasing in χ ∈ R>0 and limχ→+∞H(t, χ) = 0.
Additionally, it is very convenient to assume there are infinitely many particles at location 0, so
that H(t, 0) ≡ +∞.
Let us now describe the regime in which the DGCG converges to the continuous space TASEP.
Let ε > 0 be a small parameter, and set βt = ε for all t. Scale the discrete time and space of the
DGCG as
T = bε−1tc, N = bε−1χc.
To define the scaling of the ai’s and the νj ’s, denote B
ε = {bε−1bc, b ∈ B} ⊂ Z≥1. Set
a1 = ξ(0), aj = ξ(jε), νj = e
−Lε, j ∈ Z≥2 \Bε, (2.3)
and
ai = ξ(b), νi = p(b), where i = bε−1bc for b ∈ B. (2.4)
In particular, all νj can be chosen nonnegative, and νj → 1 for almost all j. The roadblocks
correspond to the indices i such that νi < 1. Note that if ξ(·) is discontinuous at 0 then the rate at
which particles are added to the system from the infinite stack at 0 is different from limχ→0+ ξ(χ).
Theorem 2.7. As ε→ 0 under the scalings described above, the DGCG height function converges
to the one for the continuous space TASEP as HT (N)→ H(t, χ), in the sense of finite-dimensional
distributions, jointly for all (t, χ).
Proof. First, pass to the Poisson-type continuous time limit βt ≡ β → 0 in the DGCG, keeping the
space and all other parameters ai, νj intact. Interpret this intermediate continuous time DGCG as
a particle system on Z≥1, with HT (N) −HT (N − 1) particles at each N ≥ 2, and infinitely many
particles at 1. Then new particles are added to the continuous time DGCG at rate β−1 a1β1+a1β =
a1 +O(β) (see, e.g., the second line of Figure 6)
Now take the ε-dependent parameters ai, νj as above in the continuous time DGCG. We can
couple this DGCG (for all ε > 0) and continuous space TASEP such that they have the same number
of particles at each time. This is possible since particles are added to both systems according to
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Poisson processes of rate a1 = ξ(0). This coupling reduces the problem to finite particle systems,
and one readily sees that all transition probabilities in DGCG converge to those in the continuous
space TASEP (geometric random variables in DGCG become the exponential ones in the definition
of the continuous space TASEP).
Theorem 2.7 thus brings the Schur process type determinantal structure from the DGCG to the
continuous space TASEP.
2.4 Comments
Let us make two detailed comments on the determinantal structure of the DGCG and the continuous
space TASEP which is outlined above (detailed formulations of the determinantal structure are given
in Section 3 below).
Limit as q → 0 of previously known formulas. First, we compare the existing methods to
solve the q-deformations of the systems considered in the present paper. In the q-deformed setting,
[CP16], [BP18a], [BP18b] obtain formulas of two types:
• The q-moments of the height function E qkH(q)T (N), k ∈ Z≥1 (where H(q)T is the height function of
the q-dependent vertex model from Section 2.1), are expressed as k-fold nested contour integrals
of elementary functions (for shortness, we do not specify the contours):
E qkH
(q)
T (N) =
qk(k−1)/2
(2pi
√−1)2
∮
. . .
∮
dw1 . . . dwk
w1 . . . wk
∏
1≤i<j≤k
wi − wj
wi − qwj
×
k∏
r=1
 1
1− wr/a1
N∏
j=2
aj − νjwr
aj − wr
T∏
j=1
1 + qβjwr
1 + βjwr
 .
• The q-Laplace transform5 E
(
(ζqH
(q)
T (N); q)∞
)−1
is written as a Fredholm determinant det(1+K
(q)
ζ )
of a kernel which itself has a single contour integral representation:
K
(q)
ζ (w,w
′) =
1
2pi
√−1
∫
Γ(−u)Γ(1 + u)(−ζ)u g(w)
g(quw)
du
quw − w′ ,
where g(w) contains infinite q-Pochhammer symbols and is such that g(wr)/g(qwr) is equal to
the r-th term in the product in the above q-moment formula. Again, to shorten the exposition
we do not specify the integration contour in K
(q)
ζ or the space on which this kernel acts.
Both the q-moment and the Fredholm determinantal formulas characterize the distribution of
H
(q)
T (N) uniquely. As q → 0, the height functions H(q)T (N) converge to the DGCG height function
(denote it by H
(q=0)
T (N) in this subsection). However, at q = 0 both the observables E q
kH
(q)
T (N)
and E
(
(ζqH
(q)
T (N); q)∞
)−1
provide almost no information about the distribution of H
(q=0)
T (N).
In principle, before passing to the q → 0 limit, one could invert the q-Laplace transform to
express the distribution of H
(q)
T (N) in a form which survives the q → 0 transition. This inversion
5Here (a; q)∞ = (1− a)(1− aq)(1− aq2) . . . is the infinite q-Pochhammer symbol.
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would involve taking an extra contour integral of the Fredholm determinant det(1 +K
(q)
ζ ) (e.g., see
[BC14, Proposition 3.1.1]), and the result would contain q in a very nontrivial manner. Instead
of passing to the q → 0 limit in this rather complicated Fredholm determinant, we utilize the
connection of the q-dependent vertex model to the q-Whittaker processes found in [OP17] which
easily survives the q = 0 degeneration. In this way we relate H
(q=0)
T (N) to Schur processes (which
are the q = 0 limits of the q-Whittaker processes), and then obtain asymptotic results by working
with determinantal processes.
Joint distributions at different space locations. Let us now discuss a limitation of the deter-
minantal structure in describing the joint distributions of the height function HT (N) (or H(t, χ))
across different spatial locations.
The q = 0 degeneration of the results of [OP17] implies a more general equality of joint distribu-
tions than (2.2). Let us describe the simplest nontrivial example. The joint distribution of HT (N1)
and HT (N2), N1 < N2, can be described as follows. First, we have HT (N1)
d
= YN1(N1− 1;T ) +N1,
where ~Y is the mixed TASEP from Definition 2.5. Take the random configuration
~Y (N1 − 1;T ) = (Y1(N1 − 1;T ) > Y2(N1 − 1;T ) > . . .),
and apply to it N2 − N1 additional geometric steps with parameters νN1+1/aN1+1, . . . , νN2/aN2 .
Denote the resulting configuration by ~Y ′. (In fact, the distribution of ~Y ′ coincides with that of
~Y (N2 − 1;T ) from Definition 2.5, but note that the order of geometric and Bernoulli steps in ~Y ′ is
not the same as in ~Y (N2 − 1;T ).) Then we have
{HT (N1), HT (N2)} d=
{
YN1(N1 − 1;T ) +N1, Y ′N2 +N2
}
.
The joint distribution in the right-hand side is not given by a marginal of a Schur processes.
Joint distributions in TASEP corresponding to increasing both the particle’s number and the
time are known as time-like (see, e.g., [DLSS91], [Fer08] about the terminology). Their asymp-
totic analysis is typically much harder than the one of the space-like joint distributions (which for
TASEP are related to marginals of Schur processes). Asymptotic analysis of two-time time-like
joint distribution in the last-passage percolation was performed recently in [Joh16], [Joh18]. (See
also references to related non-rigorous and experimental work in the latter paper.) In the present
work we do not consider joint distributions of the height function HT (N) involving more than one
space location.
3 Determinantal structure via Schur processes
In this section we derive the determinantal structure of the DGCG and the continuous space TASEP.
First, we recall the Schur processes and their determinantal structure (as applied to our concrete
situation). Then, using Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6, we obtain determinantal formulas for the
DGCG model. A limit to continuous space then leads to determinantal formulas for the continuous
space TASEP. Throughout the section the parameters ai, βt, νj are assumed to satisfy (1.1), with
an additional restriction νj ≥ 0.
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3.1 Schur processes
3.1.1 Young diagrams
A partition is a nonincreasing integer sequence of the form λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ`(λ) > 0). The
number of nonzero parts `(λ) (which must be finite) is called the length of a partition. Partitions
are represented by Young diagrams, such that λ1, λ2, . . . denote the lengths of the successive rows.
The column lengths of a Young diagram are denoted by λ′1 ≥ λ′2 ≥ . . .. They form a transposed
Young diagram λ′. See Figure 9. The set of all partitions (equivalently, Young diagrams) is denoted
by Y.
λ1
λ2
λ3
...
λ′1 λ
′
2 λ
′
3
. . .
Figure 9: A Young diagram λ = (5, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1) for which the transposed diagram is λ′ = (6, 3, 3, 1, 1).
Let µ, λ be two Young diagrams. We say that λ differs from µ by adding a horizontal strip
(notation µ ≺ λ) iff 0 ≤ λ′i − µ′i ≤ 1 for all i. We say that λ differs by µ by adding a vertical strip
(notation µ ≺′ λ) iff µ′ ≺ λ′.
3.1.2 Schur functions
For each Young diagram λ, let sλ be the corresponding Schur symmetric function [Mac95, Ch. I.3].
Evaluated at N variables u1, . . . , uN (where N ≥ `(λ) is arbitrary), sλ becomes the symmetric
polynomial
sλ(u1, . . . , uN ) =
det[u
λj+N−j
i ]
N
i,j=1
det[uN−ji ]
N
i,j=1
(3.1)
If N < `(λ), then sλ(u1, . . . , uN ) = 0 by definition. When all ui ≥ 0, the value sλ(u1, . . . , uN ) is
also nonnegative. The Schur functions sλ form a linear basis in the algebra of symmetric functions
Λ, where λ runs over all possible Young diagrams.
Along with evaluating Schur functions at finitely many variables, we also need their general
nonnegative specializations. That is, a nonnegative specialization is an algebra homomorphism
ρ : Λ→ C such that ρ(sλ) ≥ 0 for all Young diagrams λ. Nonnegative specializations are classified
by the Edrei–Thoma theorem [Edr52], [Tho64] (also see, e.g., [BO16]). They depend on infinitely
many real parameters ~α = (α1 ≥ α2 . . . ≥ 0), ~β = (β1 ≥ β2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0), and γ ≥ 0, with∑
i(αi + βi) <∞, and are determined by the Cauchy summation identity
∑
λ∈Y
sλ(y1, . . . , yn)ρ~α,~β,γ(sλ) =
n∏
j=1
(
eγyj
∞∏
i=1
1 + βiyj
1− αiyj
)
, (3.2)
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where n ≥ 1 is arbitrary, and y1, . . . , yn are regarded as formal variables. We will write sλ(~α; ~β; γ) =
sλ(α1, α2, . . . ;β1, β2, . . . ; γ) for ρ~α,~β,γ(sλ) and will continue to use notation sλ(α1, . . . , αm) for the
substitution of the variables α1, . . . , αm into sλ (which is the same as the specialization with finitely
many αi’s and ~β = ~0, γ = 0).
There are also skew Schur symmetric functions sλ/µ which are defined through
sλ(u1, . . . , uN+M ) =
∑
µ∈Y
sλ/µ(u1, . . . , uN )sµ(uN+1, . . . , uN+M ).
The function sλ/µ vanishes unless the Young diagram λ contains µ (notation: λ ⊃ µ). Skew Schur
functions satisfy a skew generalization of the Cauchy summation identity:∑
ν∈Y
sν/µ(x)sν/λ(y) =
∏
i,j
1
1− xiyj
∑
κ∈Y
sµ/κ(y)sλ/κ(x), (3.3)
where λ, µ are fixed and x, y are two sets of variables. The specializations sλ/µ(~α; ~β; γ) are
well-defined and produce nonnegative numbers. The skew Schur functions sλ/µ(a, 0, . . . ;~0; 0) and
sλ/µ(~0;β, 0, . . . ; 0) vanish unless, respectively, µ ≺ λ and µ ≺′ λ. For the specialization with all
zeros we have we have sλ/µ(~0;~0; 0) = 1λ=µ.
Taking the one-variable specializations x = (~0;β, 0, . . . ; 0) and y = (a, 0, . . . ;~0; 0) in (3.3), we
get the identity ∑
ν∈Y
sν/µ(~0;β; 0)sν/λ(a;~0; 0) = (1 + aβ)
∑
κ∈Y
sµ/κ(a;~0; 0)sλ/κ(~0;β; 0), (3.4)
where a, β ≥ 0 are real numbers. We refer to, e.g., [Mac95, Ch I] for further details on ordinary and
skew Schur functions.
3.1.3 A field of Young diagrams
Recall the discrete parameters {ai}i≥1, {νi}i≥2, and {βi}i≥1 (Definition 1.2), and fix N ∈ Z≥1.
Consider a random field of Young diagrams, that is, a probability distribution on an array of Young
diagrams {λ(T,K)}T,K∈Z≥0 (cf. Figure 11) with the following properties:
1. (bottom boundary condition) For all T ≥ 0 we have λ(T,0) = ∅.
2. (left boundary condition) For all M ∈ Z≥0, the joint distribution of the Young diagrams λ(0,K),
0 ≤ K ≤M , at the left boundary is given by the following ascending Schur process:
Prob
(
λ(0,0), λ(0,1), . . . , λ(0,M)
)
=
1
Z
sλ(0,1)(a1)
× sλ(0,2)/λ(0,1)(a2) . . . sλ(0,M)/λ(0,M−1)(aM )sλ(0,M)
(ν2
a2
, . . . ,
νN
aN
)
, (3.5)
where Z is the normalizing constant. In particular, this implies that along the left edge each two
consecutive Young diagrams λ(0,j) and λ(0,j+1) almost surely differ by adding a horizontal strip.
In particular, `(λ(0,j)) ≤ j.
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3. (conditional distributions) For any i, j ∈ Z≥1 consider the quadruple of neighboring Young
diagrams κ = λ(i−1,j−1), λ = λ(i,j−1), µ = λ(i−1,j), and ν = λ(i,j) (we use these notations to
shorten the formulas; cf. Figure 10). The conditional distributions in this quadruple are as
follows:6
Prob
(
ν | λ(p,q) : p ≤ i− 1, q ≥ j − 1 or p ≥ i− 1, q ≤ j − 1)
= Prob(ν | λ, µ) = sν/µ(
~0;βi, 0, . . . ; 0)sν/λ(aj , 0, . . . ;~0; 0)
Z
(i,j)
u
;
Prob
(
κ | λ(p,q) : p ≤ i− 1, q ≥ j − 1 or p ≥ i− 1, q ≤ j − 1)
= Prob(κ | λ, µ) = sµ/κ(aj , 0, . . . ;
~0; 0)sλ/κ(~0;βj , 0, . . . ; 0)
Z
(i,j)
`
,
(3.6)
where Z
(i,j)
u , Z
(i,j)
` are normalizing constants. In particular, µ ≺′ ν, κ ≺′ λ, κ ≺ µ, and λ ≺ ν
almost surely, and this implies that `(λ(i,j)) ≤ j for all i, j. The skew Cauchy identity (3.4)
implies that Z
(i,j)
u = (1 + βiaj)Z
(i,j)
` .
µ ≺′ ν
(aj) ≺ ≺
κ ≺′ λ
(βi)
Figure 10: A quadruple of Young diagrams in the field λ(T,K).
The above conditions 1–3 do not define a field λ(T,K) uniquely. Namely, while (3.6) specifies
the marginal distributions of κ and ν (given µ, λ), it does not specify the joint distribution of (κ, ν)
(given µ, λ). It is possible to specify this joint distribution such that
• the field {λ(T,K)}T,K∈Z≥0 is well-defined (i.e., satisfies 1–3);
• the scalar field {λ(T,K)K }T,K∈Z≥0 of the last parts of the partitions is marginally Markovian in the
sense that its distribution does not depend on the distribution of the other parts of the partitions.
There are two main constructions of the field λ(T,K) satisfying 1–3 and with marginally Markovian
last parts. One involves the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence and follows [O’C03b],
[O’C03a], see also [DW08, Case B], and another construction can be read off [BF14]. The latter
construction postulates that the joint distribution of κ, ν given λ, µ is essentially the product of the
marginal distributions (3.6), unless this violates conditions in Figure 10 (in which case the product
formula has to be corrected). The RSK construction involves more complicated combinatorial rules
for stitching together the marginal distributions of κ and ν. Either of these constructions of {λ(T,K)}
works for our purposes, and we do not discuss further details. The marginally Markovian evolution
of the last parts λ
(T,K)
K is the discrete time TASEP with mixed geometric and Bernoulli steps which
we describe in Section 2.2. In the rest of this section we refer to {λ(T,K)} simply as the random
field of Young diagrams.
6The first probabilities in (3.6) are conditional over the northwest quadrant with tip µ and the southeast quadrant
with tip λ, and we require that the dependence on these quadrants is only through their tips µ and λ, respectively.
This can be viewed as a type of a two-dimensional Markov property.
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Lemma 3.1. For any fixed T,K ∈ Z≥0 the marginal distribution of the random Young diagram
λ = λ(T,K) is given by the Schur measure
Prob(λ) =
1
Z
sλ(a1, . . . , aK)sλ
(ν2
a2
, . . . ,
νN
aN
;β1, . . . , βT ; 0
)
. (3.7)
The normalizing constant in (3.7) is given by (cf. (3.2))
Z =
K∏
i=1
(
N∏
j=2
1
1− aiνj/aj
T∏
j=1
(1 + aiβj)
)
.
Idea of proof of Lemma 3.1. Follows by repeatedly applying the skew Cauchy identity (3.4) and
arguing by induction on adding a box to grow the T ×K rectangle. The additional specialization
(ν2/a2, . . . , νN/aN ) comes from the left boundary condition in the field {λ(T,K)}.
The notion of random fields of Young diagrams was introduced recently [BM18], [BP17] to
capture properties of coupled Schur processes. This concept extends the work started with [OP13],
[BP16b], and earlier applications of Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondences to particle systems
[Joh00], [O’C03b], [O’C03a]. In the next part we consider down-right joint distributions in the field
λ(K,T ) which are given by more general Schur processes.
T
K
β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 β6
a1
a2
a3
λ(0,3)
λ(3,3)
λ(3,2)
λ(4,2)
λ(4,1)
λ(6,1)
λ(6,0) = ∅
Figure 11: A graphical representation of the field λ(T,K) of Young diagrams, and a down-right path.
3.1.4 Schur processes and correlation kernels
Here we recall (at an appropriate level of generality) the definition and the correlation kernel for
Schur processes from [OR03]. Fix the parameters N and {ai}, {νi}, {βi}. Take a down-right path
{(Tj ,Kj)}`j=1, that is,
K1 ≥ . . . ≥ K` = 0, 0 = T1 ≤ . . . ≤ T`, (3.8)
and, moreover, assume that the points (Tj ,Kj) are pairwise distinct. A Schur process associated
with this data is a probability distribution on sequences (λ;µ) of Young diagrams (see Figure 11
for an illustration)
∅ = µ(1) ⊂ λ(1) ⊃ µ(2) ⊂ λ(2) ⊃ µ(3) ⊂ . . . ⊂ λ(`−1) ⊃ µ(`) = ∅ (3.9)
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with probability weights
Prob(λ;µ) =
1
Z
sλ(1)/µ(1)
(ν2
a2
, . . . ,
νN
aN
)
sλ(1)/µ(2)(a(K2,K1])sλ(2)/µ(2)(β(0,T2]) . . .
× sλ(`−1)/µ(`−1)(β(T`−1,T`])sλ(`−1)/µ(`)(a(0,K`−1]). (3.10)
Here a(u,v] stands for the specialization (au+1, . . . , av;~0; 0) corresponding to the vertical direction
of the down-right path, and β(u,v] means (~0;βu+1, . . . , βv; 0) (this corresponds to the horizontal
direction). Note that some of these specializations can be empty. The normalizing constant in
(3.10) can be readily computed using the Cauchy identities.
As shown in [OR03], the Schur process (3.10) can be interpreted as a determinantal random
point process whose correlation kernel is expressed as a double contour integral. (We refer to, e.g.,
[Sos00], [HKPV06], [Bor11], for general definitions related to determinantal processes.) To recall
the result of [OR03], consider the particle configuration{
λ
(i)
j − j : i = 1, . . . , `− 1, j = 1, 2, . . .
} ⊂ Z× . . .× Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
`− 1 times
(3.11)
corresponding to a sequence (3.9) (where we sum over all the µ(j)’s). The configurations λ
(i)
j − j,
j ≥ 1, are infinite and are densely packed at −∞ (i.e., each partition λ(i) is appended infinitely
many zeroes). Then, for any m and any pairwise distinct locations (rp, xp), p = 1, . . . ,m, where
1 ≤ rp ≤ `− 1 and xp ∈ Z, we have
P
(
there are points of the configuration (3.11) at each of the locations (rp, xp)
)
= det [KSP(rp, xp; rq, xq)]
m
p,q=1 .
The kernel KSP has the form
KSP(i, x; j, y) =
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dz dw
z − w
wy
zx+1
Φ(i, z)
Φ(j, w)
, (3.12)
where
Φ(i, z) =
N∏
n=2
1
1− zνn/an
Ti∏
t=1
(1 + βtz)
Ki∏
k=1
(1− z−1ak).
The integration contours in (3.12) are positively oriented simple closed curves around 0 satisfying
|z| > |w| for i ≤ j and |z| < |w| for i > j. Moreover, on the contours it must be |z| < an/νn,
ak < |w| < β−1t for all n, t, k entering the products in (3.12). In particular, the w contour should
encircle the ak’s. Thus, we have the following determinantal structure in the field {λ(T,K)}:
Proposition 3.2. For any m ∈ Z≥1 and any collection of pairwise distinct integer triplets
{(Ti,Ki, xi)}mi=1 such that K1 ≥ . . . ≥ Km ≥ 0, 0 ≤ T1 ≤ . . . ≤ Tm, we have
Prob
(
for all i, the configuration {λ(Ti,Ki)j − j}j≥1 ⊂ Z contains a particle at xi
)
= det[K(Tp,Kp, xp;Tq,Kq, xq)]
m
p,q=1, (3.13)
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where the kernel is given by
K(T,K, x;T ′,K ′, x′) =
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dz dw
z − w
wx
′
zx+1
N∏
n=2
1− wνn/an
1− zνn/an
×
∏T
t=1(1 + βtz)∏T ′
t=1(1 + βtw)
∏K
k=1(1− z−1ak)∏K′
k=1(1− w−1ak)
. (3.14)
The contours are positively oriented simple closed curves around 0 such that w also encircles the
ak’s, |z| > |w| for T ≤ T ′, and |z| < |w| for T > T ′. Moreover, on the contours it must be
|z| < an/νn, |w| < β−1t for all t, n.
Remark 3.3. In the description of the integration contours in Proposition 3.2 we silently assumed
that the parameters ai, βt, νj satisfy certain restrictions such that the contours exist. In Proposi-
tion 3.4 below we deform the contours and lift these restrictions when K = K ′ = N (this holds
when we apply the Schur process structure to DGCG).
3.1.5 Particles at the edge and Fredholm determinants
The joint distribution of the last parts of the partitions {λ(Ti,Ki)Ki } (which evolve in a marginally
Markovian way) for (Ti,Ki) along a down-right path can be written in terms of a Fredholm deter-
minant.
Let us first recall Fredholm determinants on an abstract discrete space X. Let K(i, i′), i, i′ ∈ X,
be a kernel on this space. We define the Fredholm determinant of 1 + zK, z ∈ C, as the infinite
series
det(1 + zK)X = 1 +
∞∑
r=1
zr
r!
∑
i1∈X
. . .
∑
ir∈X
det [K(ip, iq)]
r
p,q=1 . (3.15)
One may view (3.15) as a formal series, but in our setting this series will converge numerically.
Details on Fredholm determinants may be found in [Sim05] or [Bor10].
Fix a down-right path {(Ti,Ki)}`i=1 as in (3.8), and consider the space
X =
`−1⋃
i=1
({Ti} × {Ki} × Z).
According to Proposition 3.2, let us view {λ(Ti,Ki)j − j : i = 1, . . . , ` − 1, j = 1, 2, . . .} as a de-
terminantal point process on X with correlation kernel K(Y ;Y ′) = K(T, T, y;T ′,K ′, y′), where
Y = (T,K, y), Y ′ = (T ′,K ′, y′) ∈ X. Fix ~y = (y1, . . . , y`−1) ∈ Z`−1 and interpret
Prob
(
λ
(Ti,Ki)
Ki
−Ki > yi : i = 1, . . . , `− 1
)
as the probability that the random point configuration X corresponding to our determinantal process
has no particles in the set
X~y :=
`−1⋃
i=1
({Ti} × {Ki} × {−Ki,−Ki + 1, . . . , yi − 1, yi}) ⊂ X.
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This probability can be written (e.g., see [Sos00]) as the Fredholm determinant
det
(
1− χ~yKχ~y
)
X
,
where χ~y(Ti,Ki, x) = 1−Ki≤x≤yi , i = 1, . . . , `− 1, is the indicator of X~y ⊂ X viewed as a projection
operator acting on functions.
In particular, in the one-point case we get the following Fredholm determinant:
Prob
(
λ
(T,K)
K −K > y
)
= det(1− K(T,K, ·;T,K, ·)){−K,−K+1,...,y−1,y}
= 1 +
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m
m!
y∑
x1=−K
. . .
y∑
xm=−K
det[K(T,K, xp;T,K, xq)]
m
p,q=1,
where the last equality is the series expansion of the Fredholm determinant.
3.2 Determinantal structure of DGCG
Let us now apply the formalism of Schur processes to the DGCG model. We will us the kernel K
(3.14) with K = K ′ = N and different integration contours. That is, define
KN (T, x;T
′, x′) := −1T>T ′1x≥x′
2pii
∮ ∏T
t=T ′+1(1 + βtz)
zx−x′+1
dz
+
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dz dw
z − w
wx
′+N
zx+N+1
N∏
n=2
1− wνn/an
1− zνn/an
∏T
t=1(1 + βtz)∏T ′
t=1(1 + βtw)
N∏
k=1
ak − z
ak − w,
(3.16)
where T, T ′ ∈ Z≥0 and x, x′ ∈ Z≥−N . In the single integral the contour is a small positively oriented
circle around 0, and the contours in the double integral satisfy:
• the z contour is a small positively oriented circle around 0 which must be to the left of all points
an/νn;
• the w contour is a positively oriented simple closed curve around all the ak’s which stays to the
right of zero, all points −β−1t , and the z contour.
Proposition 3.4. The integration contours in (3.16) exist for all choices of parameters ai > 0,
βt > 0, and νj ∈ [0, 1). Moreover, KN (T, x;T ′, x′) = K(T,N, x;T ′, N, x′), where the latter is given
in (3.14).
In other words, the deformation of contours from K(T,N, x;T ′, N, x′) to KN (T, x;T ′, x′) provides
an analytic continuation of the kernel to the full range of parameters ai > 0, βt > 0, νj ∈ [0, 1).
Proof of Proposition 3.4. The existence of the contours is straightforward. Let us explain how to
deform the contours in K(T,N, x;T ′, N, x′) to get the desired result. First, note that the integrand
is regular at w = 0 for x′ ≥ −N . Depending on the relative order of T and T ′, perform the following
contour deformations:
• For T ≤ T ′, the w contour is inside the z one in (3.14). Drag the z contour through the w one,
and turn z into a small circle around 0. The w contour then needs to encircle only {ai} and not
zero, as desired. This deformation of the contours results in a single integral of the residue at
z = w over the new w contour, but since this contour does not include zero, the single integral
vanishes.
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• When T > T ′, the z contour is inside the w one in (3.14). Make z a small circle around 0, then
drag the w contour through the z one, and have the w contour encircle {ai} and not zero. This
deformation brings a single integral of the residue at w = z over the new z contour, and this is
precisely the single integral we get in (3.16).
These contour deformations lead to the kernel KN .
Fix ` ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ T1 ≤ . . . ≤ T`, and define a determinantal point process LN,` on X :=
Z≥−N × {T1, . . . , T`} as follows. For any m ≥ 1 and m pairwise distinct points (xi, ti) ∈ X, set
Prob
(
the random configuration LN,` contains all points (xi, ti), i = 1, . . . ,m
)
= det [KN (ti, xi; tj , xj)]
m
i,j=1 . (3.17)
In other words, LN,` is the Z≥−N -part of the determinantal process λ
(i)
j − j coming from the Schur
process as in Section 3.1.4 corresponding to the down-right path {(Tj ,Kj)} = {(Tj , N)}. See
Figure 12 for an illustration.
−N −N + 1 . . .
T1
T2
T3
T4
Figure 12: An example of a configuration of LN,4. The leftmost particles are highlighted.
Theorem 3.5. With the above notation, the joint distribution of the height function of the DGCG
{HTj (N + 1)−N}`j=1
coincides with the joint distribution of the leftmost points of the determinantal point process LN,`
on Z≥−N × {T1, . . . , T`}.
Proof. We know from Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 that
{HTj (N + 1)−N}`j=1 d= {YN (N − 1;Tj)}`j=1,
where ~Y (N − 1;T ) is the mixed TASEP of Definition 2.5. If we connect ~Y (N − 1;T ) to a field of
random Young diagrams, then the desired statement would follow from the determinantal structure
of the Schur process described in Section 3.2.
The desired connection of the mixed TASEP with particle-dependent inhomogeneity to Schur
processes is in well-known and follows from the column Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) cor-
respondences (see [Ful97], [Sta01] for details on RSK, and, e.g., [Joh00], [O’C03a], [WW09] for
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probabilistic applications of RSK to TASEPs) or, alternatively, from the results of [BF14]. The pre-
cise connection reads as follows. For any down-right path {(Tj ,Kj)}`j=1 (3.8) we have the equality
of the following joint distributions:{
YKj (N − 1;Tj) +Kj
}`−1
j=1
d
=
{
λ
(Tj ,Kj)
Kj
}`−1
j=1
, (3.18)
where ~Y is the mixed TASEP, and {λ(T,K)} is the random field from Section 3.1.3. In par-
ticular, the distribution of each particle YK(N − 1;T ) in the mixed TASEP is the same as of
λK − K, where λK is the last part of a random partition λ chosen from the Schur measure
∝ sλ(a1, . . . , aK ;~0; 0)sλ(ν2/a2, . . . , νN/aN ;β1, . . . , βT ; 0).
Taking Kj ≡ N in (3.18) and using Proposition 3.2 (together with Proposition 3.4 for the
contour deformation), we arrive at the claim.
In particular, for ` = 1 Theorem 3.5 implies the following Fredholm determinantal expression
for the distribution of the random variable HT (N + 1):
Prob
(
HT (N + 1)−N > y
)
= det(1− KN (T, ·;T, ·)){−N,−N+1,...,y−1,y}
= 1 +
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m
m!
y∑
x1=−N
. . .
y∑
xm=−N
det[KN (T, xi;T, xj)]
m
i,j=1. (3.19)
The second equality is the series expansion of the Fredholm determinant, see Section 3.1.5.
3.3 Determinantal structure of continuous space TASEP
Let us now describe the determinantal structure of the continuous space TASEP which follows by
taking the continuous space scaling of the DGCG results. By N + LN,` denote the shift of the
determinantal process LN,` from Section 3.2 by N to the right.
Theorem 3.6. As ε → 0 and under the scaling described in defined Section 2.3, N + LN,`
converges in the sense of finite dimensional distributions to a determinantal point process L˜` on
Z≥0 × {t1, . . . , t`} (where Ti = bε−1tic) with the kernel 7
K(t, x; t′, x′) = −1t>t′1x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)!
+
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dwdz
z − w
wx
′
zx+1
exp
{
tz − t′w + L
χ∫
0
(
w
ξ(u)− w −
z
ξ(u)− z
)
du
}
(3.20)
× (ξ(0)− z)
(ξ(0)− w)
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− p(b)z ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− w.
The z contour is a small positively oriented circle around 0 which must be to the left of all points
ξ(y), y ∈ [0, χ]. The w contour is a positively oriented simple closed curve around all points ξ(y),
y ∈ [0, χ] which is also to the right of the z contour.
Correspondingly, the joint distribution {H(ti, χ)}`i=1 of the continuous space TASEP height func-
tion coincides with the joint distribution of the leftmost particles of L˜`.
7Which expresses the correlations of the process L˜` by analogy with (3.17).
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Proof. The second part of the claim (that H(ti, χ) are the leftmost points of L˜`) follows from the
first part together with Theorem 2.7. Thus, it suffices to establish the convergence of the correlation
kernels KN (3.16) toK (3.20) (which would imply the convergence of determinantal point processes in
the sense of finite dimensional distributions since those are completely determined by the correlation
kernels, cf. [Sos00]).
Because of the shift N +LN,` we first subtract N from x, x
′ in KN , and then scale ai, νj , βt, T,N
depending on ε. First, observe that the single integral in (3.16) converges to the first term in (3.20):
−1T>T ′1x≥x′
2pii
∮ ∏T
t=T ′+1(1 + βtz)
zx−x′+1
dz → −1t>t′1x≥x′
2pii
∮
ez(t−t′)dz
zx−x′+1
= −1t>t′1x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)! .
Next, let us look at the double integrals. Under our scaling the integration contours readily
match, so it remains to show the convergence of the integrands. Keep
wx
′
zx+1(z − w) , and also
separate the factors
a1 − z
a1 − w =
ξ(0)− z
ξ(0)− w from the product over k = 1, . . . , N . These factors do not
change with ε. Consider the limit as ε→ 0 of the remaining factors in the integrand. We have∏T
t=1(1 + βtz)∏T ′
t=1(1 + βtw)
=
(1 + εz)bε−1tc
(1 + εw)bε−1t′c
→ etz−t′w.
In the product
N∏
n=2
an − wνn
an − w ·
an − z
an − zνn
consider separately the factors corresponding to n ∈ Bε. We obtain for all sufficiently small ε:∏
2≤n≤bε−1χc, n∈Bε
an − wνn
an − w ·
an − z
an − zνn =
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− w ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− p(b)z ,
and these factors also do not change with ε (there are finitely many roadblocks on [0, χ)). Finally,
∏
2≤n≤N,n/∈Bε
an − wνn
an − w = exp
{ ∑
2≤n≤bε−1χc, n/∈Bε
log
(
ξ(nε)− we−Lε
ξ(nε)− w
)}
= exp
{
εL
∑
2≤n≤bε−1χc, n/∈Bε
(
w
ξ(nε)− w +O(ε
2)
)}
→ exp
{
L
∫ χ
0
w
ξ(u)− w du
}
,
because the exclusion of finitely many points n ∈ Bε changes the value of the Riemann sums by O(ε)
which is negligible. A similar convergence to the exponent of an integral holds for the z variable.
Remark 3.7. The limiting determinantal process L˜` in Theorem 3.6 may be viewed as a new
(and very general) limit of Schur measures and processes. Let us discuss the case ` = 1. The
height function HT (N) is identified with the leftmost point of a determinantal point process N +
LN,1 ⊂ Z≥0. This point process is the same as the random point configuration {λj +N − j}Nj=1 ⊂
Z≥0, where λ is distributed as the Schur measure ∝ sλ(a1, . . . , aN )sλ(ν2/a2, . . . , νN/aN ;β1, . . . , βT ).
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Theorem 3.6 states that under the scaling βt ≡ ε, T = bε−1tc, N = bε−1χc, and (2.3)–(2.4) these
Schur measures converge to an infinite random configuration L˜1 on Z≥0.
This infinite random point configuration L˜1 is a determinantal process with kernel K (3.20)
whose leftmost point has the same distribution as H(t, χ). This general limit of Schur measures to
infinite random point configurations on Z≥0 depending on t, χ, L, arbitrary speed function ξ(·), and
the roadblocks as parameters appears to be new. Certain related discrete infinite-particle limits of
Schur and Schur-type measures have appeared before in [BO07], [BD11], [BO17].
4 Asymptotics of continuous space TASEP. Formulations
4.1 Limit shape
We consider the following limit regime for the continuous space TASEP:
L→ +∞, t = θL, location χ > 0, the speed function ξ(·), and roadblocks are not scaled.
(4.1)
Here θ > 0 is the scaled time. Denote
Ξχ := EssRange{ξ(γ) : 0 < γ < χ} ∪ {ξ(0)} ∪
⋃
b∈B : 0<b<χ
{ξ(b)}, Wχ := min Ξχ, (4.2)
where EssRange stands for the essential range, i.e., the set of all points for which the preimage of
any neighborhood under ξ has positive Lebesgue measure. Note that we include the values of ξ(·)
corresponding to 0 and the roadblocks even if they do not belong to the essential range. These
values play a special role because each of the point locations {0} ∪B contains at least one particle
with nonzero probability. For future use, also set
Ξ◦χ := EssRange{ξ(γ) : 0 < γ < χ}, W◦χ := min Ξ◦χ. (4.3)
Consider equation
χ∫
0
ξ(u)(ξ(u) + w)du
(ξ(u)− w)3 = θ (4.4)
in w ∈ (0,W◦χ).
Definition 4.1. We say that the pair (θ, χ) ∈ R2>0 is in the curved part if∫ χ
0
du
ξ(u)
< θ.
This inequality corresponds to comparing both sides of (4.4) at w = 0.
Lemma 4.2. For (θ, χ) in the curved part there exists a unique solution w = w◦(θ, χ) to equa-
tion (4.4) in w ∈ (0,W◦χ). For fixed χ the function θ 7→ w◦(θ, χ) is strictly increasing from zero,
and lim
θ→∞
w◦(θ, χ) =W◦χ. For fixed θ the function χ 7→ w◦(θ, χ) is strictly decreasing to zero.
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Proof. Denote the left hand side of (4.4) by I(w). Note that
∂I(w)
∂w
=
χ∫
0
2ξ(u)(2ξ(u) + w)du
(ξ(u)− w)4 > 0.
Thus, I(w) is strictly increasing on (0,W◦χ). Since θ > I(0) by the assumption, and I(w) → +∞
as w approaches W◦χ, there is a unique solution to (4.4) on the desired interval. The monotonicity
properties of the solution are straightforward.
Definition 4.3. Let (θ, χ) ∈ R2>0. Define the limit shape of the height function of the continuous
space TASEP as follows:
h(θ, χ) :=

+∞, if χ = 0 and θ ≥ 0;
0, if χ > 0 and (θ, χ) is not in the curved part;
θw(θ, χ)−
χ∫
0
ξ(u)w(θ, χ)du
(ξ(u)−w(θ, χ))2 , if χ > 0 and (θ, χ) is in the curved part,
where
w(θ, χ) := min
(
w◦(θ, χ),Wχ
)
. (4.5)
Depending on which of the two expressions in the right-hand side of (4.5) produce the minimum,
let us give the following definitions:
Definition 4.4. Assume that (θ, χ) is in the curved part. If w◦(θ, χ) <Wχ, we say that the point
(θ, χ) is in the Tracy-Widom phase. If w◦(θ, χ) > Wχ, then (θ, χ) is in the Gaussian phase. If
w◦(θ, χ) = Wχ we say that (θ, χ) is a BBP transition. If (θ, χ) is a transition point or is in the
Gaussian phase, denote
mχ := #
{
y ∈ {0} ∪ {b ∈ B : 0 < b < χ} : ξ(y) =Wχ
}
. (4.6)
The names of the phases match the fluctuation behavior observed in each phase, see Section 4.3
below.
Theorem 4.5. Under the scaling (4.1), we have the convergence of the height function of the
continuous space TASEP to the limiting height function of Definition 4.3:
L−1H(θL, χ)→ h(θ, χ) in probability as L→ +∞.
We prove Theorem 4.5 in Section 5.4.
4.2 Macroscopic properties of the limit shape
Let us mention two macroscopic properties of the limit shape of Definition 4.3. For simplicity
assume that there are no roadblocks.
First, one can check that the function h(θ, χ) satisfies a natural hydrodynamic partial differential
equation. We write it down in Appendix B.2, and in Appendix B.1 discuss its counterpart for the
DGCG model.
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Second, as a function of θ, h(θ, χ) can be represented as a Legendre dual of a certain explicit
function. Namely, let
G(v) = G(v; θ, χ, h) := −θv + h log v + F(v), F(v) :=
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)du
ξ(u)− v . (4.7)
We assume that χ is fixed, h = h(θ, χ), and consider the behavior of G as a function of v. We have
−(vG′′(v) +G′(v)) = θ − F ′(v)− vF ′′(v) = ∂
∂v
(
θv − vF ′(v)) = θ − ∫ χ
0
ξ(u) (ξ(u) + v) du
(ξ(u)− v)3 .
This expression vanishes at v = w◦(θ, χ), or, in other words, v = w◦(θ, χ) is a critical point of
v 7→ θv − vF′(v). From the proof of Lemma 4.2 it follows that (θv − vF ′(v))′′ = −(vF′(v))′′ < 0, so
this critical point is a maximum. Moreover, this maximum is unique on (0,W◦χ) also by Lemma 4.2.
At the same time, h can be written as h(θ, χ) = θv − vF ′(v) ∣∣
v=w◦(θ,χ). Therefore, we have
h(θ, χ) = max
v∈[0,W◦χ)
(
θv − vF ′(v)) ,
which is the Legendre dual of the function v 7→ vF ′(v) =
∫ χ
0
v ξ(u)du
(ξ(u)− v)2 .
Note that outside the curved part, i.e., when
∫ χ
0
(
ξ(u)
)−1
du ≥ θ, we have θv− vF′(v) ≤ 0 for all
v ∈ [0,W◦χ). That is, the Legendre dual interpretation automatically takes care of vanishing of the
height function outside the curved part.
4.3 Asymptotic fluctuations in continuous space TASEP
We now return to the general situation allowing roadblocks. To formulate the results on fluctuations,
let us denote
dTW = dTW (θ, χ) :=
(∫ χ
0
ξ(u)(w◦(θ, χ) + 2ξ(u))
w◦(θ, χ)(w◦(θ, χ)− ξ(u))4 du
)1/3
> 0 (4.8)
and
dG = dG(θ, χ) :=
(
θ
Wχ −
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)(ξ(u) +Wχ)
(ξ(u)−Wχ)3 du
)1/2
> 0 (4.9)
(the expression under the square root in (4.9) is strictly positive in the Gaussian phase thanks to the
monotonicity observed in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and the fact that dG vanishes when w
◦(θ, χ) =Wχ,
cf. (4.4)). The kernels and distributions in the next theorem are described in Appendix C.
Theorem 4.6. Fix arbitrary ` ∈ Z≥1.
1. Let (θ, χ) be in the Tracy-Widom phase. Fix s1, . . . , s`, r1, . . . , r` ∈ R, and denote
ti := θL+ 2w
◦(θ, χ)d2TW (θ, χ)siL
2/3.
Then
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
H(ti, χ)− Lh(θ, χ)− 2L2/3(w◦(θ, χ))2d2TW (θ, χ)si
w◦(θ, χ)dTW (θ, χ)L1/3
> s2i − ri, i = 1, . . . , `
)
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= det
(
1− Aext)unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞) . (4.10)
In particular, for ` = 1 and s1 = 0 we have convergence to the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution:
lim
L→+∞
Prob
( H(θL, χ)− Lh(θ, χ)
w◦(θ, χ)dTW (θ, χ)L1/3
> −r
)
= FGUE(r), r ∈ R.
2. Let (θ, χ) be at a BBP transition. With ti as above, the probabilities in the left-hand side of
(4.10) converge to
det(1− B˜extmχ,(0,...,0))unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞).
In particular, for ` = 1 we have the following single-time convergence to the BBP deformation
of the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution:
lim
L→+∞
Prob
( H(θL, χ)− Lh(θ, χ)
w◦(θ, χ)dTW (θ, χ)L1/3
> −r
)
= Fmχ(r), r ∈ R.
3. Let (θ1, χ), . . . , (θ`, χ) be in the Gaussian phase. Then for r1, . . . , r` ∈ R:
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(H(θiL, χ)− Lh(θi, χ)
WχL1/2
> −dG(θi, χ)ri
)
= det
(
1− Gmχ
)
unionsq`i=1{θi}×(ri,+∞)
, (4.11)
where the kernel Gm on R× R is expressed through (C.8) as Gm(θ, h; θ′, h′) = G˜ext
m,
dG(θ
′,χ)
dG(θ,χ)
(h;h′).
In particular, for ` = 1 we have the following Central Limit type theorem on convergence to the
distribution of the largest eigenvalue of the GUE random matrix of size mχ:
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(H(θL, χ)− Lh(θ, χ)
dG(θ, χ)WχL1/2
> −r
)
= Gmχ(r), r ∈ R.
We prove Theorem 4.6 in Section 5.4.
4.4 Fluctuation behavior around a traffic jam
Let us now focus on phase transitions of another type which are caused by decreasing jump discon-
tinuities in the speed function ξ(·) instead of roadblocks. Let us focus on one such discontinuity at
a given location χ > 0 with
lim
u→χ− ξ(u) > ξ
r := lim
u→χ+ ξ(u). (4.12)
For simplicity let us assume that there are no roadblocks in the interval [0,χ+c) for some c > 0. The
limiting height function h(θ, χ) is continuous at χ = χ if and only if w◦(θ,χ) < ξr (cf. Lemma 4.2).
Note that the value of w◦(θ,χ) is determined only by the values of ξ on (0,χ) and does not depend
on ξr. Consider the equation w◦(θ,χ) = ξr which can be written as (see (4.4))
θ =
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)(ξ(u) + ξr)
(ξ(u)− ξr)3 du. (4.13)
For fixed speed function ξ(·) satisfying (4.12) let us call the right-hand side of (4.13) the critical
scaled time θcr. One readily sees that the height function h is continuous at χ for θ < θcr, and
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Figure 13: Plots of the limiting height function showing the formation of a traffic jam. Left: θ < θcr,
Center: θ = θcr, Right: θ > θcr.
becomes discontinuous for θ > θcr. Further analysis (performed in Section 5.5) shows that for
θ = θcr the height function is continuous at χ while its right derivative at χ is infinite. See Figure 13
for an illustration. From the limit shape result it follows that for θ > θcr, at time θL there are
O(L) particles in a small right neighborhood of χ. We thus say that the critical scaled time θcr
corresponds to the formation of a traffic jam.
The fluctuations of the random height function H(t, χ) around the traffic jam for every fixed χ
on both sides of χ are governed by the Airy kernel as in the first part of Theorem 4.6. However, the
normalizing factor w◦(θ, χ)dTW (θ, χ) has a jump discontinuity at χ = χ.
To further explore behavior of fluctuations around a traffic jam, we consider a more general
regime when χ = χ(L) > χ depends on L and converges to χ as L → +∞. To simplify notation
and computations let us take a particular case of a piecewise constant speed function
ξ(u) =
{
1, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1;
1/2, u > 1.
(4.14)
The critical time corresponding to formation of the traffic jam at χ = 1 is θcr = 12, see (4.13). We
find that there is a particular scale at which the fluctuations of the height function are governed by a
deformation of the Tracy-Widom distribution (defined in Appendix C.3). This deformation can be
obtained in a limit from kernels considered in [BP08] and thus has a random matrix interpretation
(see Section 5.5.4 for details). At other scales the fluctuations lead to the usual Airy kernel, but
close to the slowdown the constants are affected by the change in ξ(·) as well. Far from the slowdown
the constants are the same as in (4.10) with χ depending on L. In detail, we show the following:
Theorem 4.7. With the above notation, let χ = χ(L) = 1 + 10(L), where (L) > 0 and (L)→ 0
as L → +∞ (the factor 10 makes final formulas simpler). Let w◦ = w◦(12, 1 + 10(L)), h =
h(12, 1 + 10(L)), dTW = dTW (12, 1 + 10(L)) be the quantities defined in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.
Fix s1, . . . , s`, r1, . . . , r` ∈ R. Depending on the rate at which (L) → 0 there are three fluctuation
regimes:
1. (close to the slowdown) Let (L) L−4/3−γ for some γ > 0. Define
ti = 12L+ w
◦d2TW 2
−1/3siL2/3.
Then
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
H(ti, 1 + 10(L))− 4L− (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3siL2/3
w◦dTW 2−2/3L1/3
> s2i − ri, i = 1, . . . , `
)
= det(1− Aext)unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞).
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2. (far from the slowdown) Let (L) L−4/3+γ for some γ ∈ (0, 43). Define
ti = 12L+ 2w
◦d2TW siL
2/3.
Then
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
H(ti, 1 + 10(L))− h(12, 1 + 10(L))L− 2(w◦)2d2TW siL2/3
w◦dTWL1/3
> s2i − ri, i = 1, . . . , `
)
= det(1− Aext)unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞).
3. (critical scale) Let (L) = 10−4/3δL−4/3, where δ > 0 is fixed. Define
ti = 12L+ w
◦d2TW 2
−1/3siL2/3.
The joint fluctuations at different times of the random height function around the limit shape 4L
are described by a deformation of the extended Airy kernel defined by (C.6):
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
H(ti, 1 + 10−1/3δL−4/3)− 4L− (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3siL2/3
w◦dTW 2−2/3L1/3
> s2i + 2siδ
1/4 − ri, i = 1, . . . , `
)
= det(1− A˜ext,δ)unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞).
In particular, for ` = 1 and8 s1 = 0 we have the convergence to a deformation of the GUE
Tracy-Widom distribution (C.7):
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
H(12L, 1 + 10−1/3δL−4/3)− 4L
w◦dTW 2−2/3L1/3
> −r
)
= F
(δ,0)
GUE(r), r ∈ R.
We prove Theorem 4.7 in Section 5.5.
5 Asymptotics of continuous space TASEP. Proofs
5.1 Critical points
Recall the notation (4.7):
G(v) = G(v; θ, χ, h) = −θv + h log v +
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)du
ξ(u)− v .
The correlation kernel from Theorem 3.6 takes the form
K(t, x; t′, x′) = −1t>t′1x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)!
+
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dwdz
z(z − w) exp
{
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , χ,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , χ, xL)
)}
(5.1)
8The deformed Airy kernel is not invariant with respect to simultaneous translations of the si’s, so we specialize
s1 = 0 to get the simplest one-point distribution F
(δ,0)
GUE .
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× (ξ(0)− z)
(ξ(0)− w)
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− p(b)z ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− w,
where we used the observation
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)du
ξ(u)−v = χ +
∫ χ
0
v du
ξ(u)−v , and the additional summand χ cancels
out in G(w)−G(z). The integration contours in (5.1) are described in Theorem 3.6.
The asymptotic behavior of the kernel as K as L → +∞ is analyzed via steepest descent
method which in turn relies on finding double critical points of the function G, i.e., those v for
which ∂∂vG(v) =
∂2
∂v2
G(v) = 0 and ∂
3
∂v3
G(v) 6= 0. We turn to double critical points because we
are interested in the left edge of the determinantal point process L˜`. The equations for the double
critical points of G(v; θ, χ, h) can be rewritten the following form:∫ χ
0
ξ(u)(v + ξ(u))
(ξ(u)− v)3 du = θ; (5.2)
h = θv −
∫ χ
0
ξ(u)v
(ξ(u)− v)2 du. (5.3)
Recall thatW◦χ is the essential minimum of the function ξ(u) for 0 < u < χ, andWχ is the minimum
of W◦χ, ξ(0), and values of ξ at all the roadblocks on (0, χ), see (4.2)–(4.3). By Lemma 4.2, for
(θ, χ) in the curved part (Definition 4.1) the first equation (5.2) has a unique solution (denoted by
w◦ = w◦(θ, χ)) in v belonging to (0,W◦χ).
Recall the notation w(θ, χ) = min(w◦(θ, χ),Wχ) and limit shape h(θ, χ) from Definition 4.3.
In the Tracy-Widom phase the limit shape h(θ, χ) is defined by plugging w◦(θ, χ) into the sec-
ond double critical point equation (5.3), so that w(θ, χ) = w◦(θ, χ) is a double critical point of
G(v; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)). In the Gaussian phase and at the BBP transition, w(θ, χ) = Wχ is a single
critical point of G(v; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)).
5.2 Estimates on contours
Here we prove estimates of the real part of the function G(v; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) on the following contours:
Definition 5.1. For r > 0 let Γr be the counterclockwise circle centered at zero and passing through
r. Let Cr,ϕ (where 0 < ϕ < pi/2) be the contour
Cr,ϕ := {r − iyeiϕ sgn(y) : y ∈ R}
composed of two lines passing through r which form angle ϕ with the vertical axis. In this section we
mostly need the contour Cr,pi
4
which will be denoted simply by Cr. See Figure 14 for an illustration.
We need slightly different arguments depending on the phase (Definition 4.4). We start from
the Tracy-Widom one.
Lemma 5.2. Let (θ, χ) be in the Tracy-Widom phase. The contour Γw◦(θ,χ) is steep ascent for the
function ReG(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) in the sense that the function attains its minimal value at z = w◦(θ, χ).
Proof. For shorter notation we denote h = h(θ, χ) and w = w◦(θ, χ) in the proof of this lemma and
Lemma 5.3 below.
From (5.2)–(5.3) we can write
G(z; θ, χ, h) =
∫ χ
0
S(z; ξ(u))du,
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Figure 14: Contours Γr and Cr = Cr,pi
4
.
where
S(z) = S(z; ξ(u)) := log z
(
ξ(u)(ξ(u) + w)w
(ξ(u)−w)3 −
ξ(u)w
(ξ −w)2
)
− zξ(u)(ξ(u) + w)
(ξ(u)−w)3 +
ξ(u)
ξ(u)− z .
Denote γ(u) = ξ(u)−w. We know that ξ(u) ≥ w, thus, γ(u) is nonnegative. We get
S(z; ξ(u)) = (w + γ(u))
(
1
w + γ(u)− z −
z(2w + γ(u))
γ(u)3
+
2w2 log z
γ(u)3
)
. (5.4)
Let us prove ∂∂ϕ ReS(we
iϕ) > 0 for 0 < ϕ < pi. The case −pi < ϕ < 0 is symmetric. Straightforward
computation gives (we are omitting the dependence on u in the notation)
∂
∂ϕ
ReS(weiϕ) =
16w2(γ + w)2(γ + 2w) sin3
(ϕ
2
)
cos
(ϕ
2
) (
γ2 + w2(1− cosϕ) + γw(1− cosϕ))
γ3 (γ2 + 2w2 + 2γw− 2w(γ + w) cosϕ)2 .
(5.5)
We see that for pi > ϕ ≥ 0 this quantity is positive, which implies the statement.
Lemma 5.3. Let (θ, χ) be in the Tracy-Widom phase. The contour Cw◦(θ,χ) is steep descent for
the function ReG(w; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) in the sense that the function attains its maximal value at w =
w◦(θ, χ).
Proof. Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 5.2 we will show that ∂∂s ReS(w+se
i pi
4 ) < 0 for
s > 0 (the case s < 0 and −pi4 is symmetric). This would imply the statement of the proposition. A
straightforward computation gives that this derivative is (up to an obviously positive denominator)
equal to
− s2(w + γ)(γ(√2s2 − 4sγ + 3√2γ2)(s2 + w2) + 2Q(s, γ)w), where
Q(s, γ) =
√
2s4 − 3s3γ + 2
√
2s2γ2 − sγ3 +
√
2γ4
(here we omitted the dependence on u). The discriminant of
√
2s2 − 4sγ + 3√2γ2 in s is −8γ2, so
this expression is positive. The discriminant of Q(s, γ) in γ is 1684s12 > 0, so Q(s, γ) either has all
real or all nonreal complex roots in γ. Note that
∂
∂γ
Q(s, γ) = (4
√
2γ − 3s)(s2 + γ2),
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which has only one root in γ. Therefore, Q(s, γ) has only nonreal roots and thus preserves sign.
It is always positive because it is positive for γ = 0. This shows that ∂∂s ReS is negative, which
implies the claim.
Let us now turn to the Gaussian phase.
Lemma 5.4. Let (θ, χ) be in the Gaussian phase or at a BBP transition. The contour ΓWχ is steep
ascent for the function ReG(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) in the sense that the function attains its minimal value
at z =Wχ.
Proof. Throughout the proof (and in the proof of Lemma 5.5 below) we use the shorthand notation
w◦ = w◦(θ, χ) and W =Wχ.
Let us write G(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) again as an integral from 0 to χ. While h depends on W (Defi-
nition 4.3), we cannot express θ through W. However, we can still write θ in terms of the solution
w◦(θ, χ) ≥ Wχ to equation (5.2). This allows to write
G(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) =
∫ χ
0
S˜(z; ξ(u))du,
where
S˜(z; ξ) := − log z ξW
(ξ −W)2 +
ξ
ξ − z + (W log z − z)
ξ(ξ + w◦)
(ξ −w◦)3 .
We estimate for 0 ≤ ϕ < pi (the case −pi < ϕ < 0 is symmetric)
∂
∂ϕ
Re S˜(Weiϕ, ξ) = Wξ
(W2 − ξ2) sinϕ
(W2 − 2Wξ cosϕ+ ξ2)2 +
Wξ(w◦ + ξ) sinϕ
(ξ −w◦)3
≥ Wξ
(W2 − ξ2) sinϕ
(W2 − 2Wξ cosϕ+ ξ2)2 +
Wξ(W + ξ) sinϕ
(ξ −W)3 ,
where we usedWξ sinϕ ≥ 0, w◦ ≥ W, and that the function u 7→ ξ+u
(ξ−u)3 is increasing for 0 < u < ξ.
The right-hand side coincides with (5.5) with w replaced by W, and thus is positive as shown in
the proof of Lemma 5.2. Therefore, ∂∂ϕ Re S˜(Weiϕ, ξ) > 0 for 0 < ϕ < pi, and we are done.
Lemma 5.5. Let (θ, χ) be in the Gaussian phase or at a BBP transition. The contour CWχ is steep
descent for the function ReG(w; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) in the sense that the function attains its maximal value
at w =Wχ.
Proof. Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 5.4 let us show that ∂∂s S˜(W + sei
pi
4 , ξ) < 0 for
s < 0 (the case of the line at angle −pi4 in the lower half plane is symmetric). This derivative is
equal to
− ξW
(
2s+
√
2W)
2
(
s2 +
√
2sW +W2) (W − ξ)2 + ξ
(√
2s2 + 4s(W − ξ) +√2(W − ξ)2)
2
(
s2 +
√
2s(W − ξ) + (W − ξ)2)2
− ξs
2(w◦ + ξ)√
2(ξ −w◦)3 (s2 +√2sW +W2) .
Again, in the last summand we can replace w◦ by W by the monotonicity of u 7→ ξ+u
(ξ−u)3 as in the
previous lemma, and the whole expression may only decrease. Then we use the proof of Lemma 5.3
which implies that ∂∂s S˜(W + sei
pi
4 , ξ) < 0, as desired.
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We need two more statements about higher derivatives of the function G.
Lemma 5.6. Let (θ, χ) be in the curved part. We have
∂3
∂3v
∣∣∣
v=w(θ,χ)
G(v; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) > 0.
Proof. We have G(3)(w) = 2h
w3
+
∫ χ
0
6ξ(u)du
(ξ(u)−w)4 > 0, as desired.
Lemma 5.7. Let (θ, χ) be in the curved part. Along the contour Γw(θ,χ) the first m derivatives
of ReG(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) at w(θ, χ) vanish while the (m + 1)-st one is nonzero, where m = 3 in
the Tracy-Widom phase and at a BBP transition, and m = 1 in the Gaussian phase. Along the
contour Cw(θ,χ) the first two derivatives of ReG(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)) at w(θ, χ) vanish while the third one
is nonzero.
Proof. This is checked in a straightforward way.
5.3 Deformation of contours and behavior of the kernel
Assume that (θ, χ) is in the curved part and we scale t, t′ = θL+o(L), x, x′ = h(θ, χ)L+o(L) (more
precise scaling depends on the phase and is described below in this subsection). Let us deform the
z and w integration contours in the correlation kernel (5.1) to the steep ascent/descent contours
Γw(θ,χ) and Cw(θ,χ), respectively.
Since w(θ, χ) ≤ Wχ = min Ξχ, see (4.2), the z contour can be deformed to Γw(θ,χ) without
passing through any singularities.
To deform the w contour we need to open it up to infinity. Fix sufficiently large L. Since (θ, χ)
is in the curved part, we have θ, χ > 0. Then the terms −Lθw − L ∫ χ0 ξ(u)duw−ξ(u) in the exponent in
the integrand have large negative real part for Rew  1, and thus dominate the behavior of the
integrand for large |w| if w is in the right half plane. Therefore, we can deform the w contour to
the desired one. (In the Gaussian phase or at a BBP transition we require, in addition, that locally
w passes strictly to the right of the pole at w =Wχ.)
We can now obtain the asymptotic behavior of the correlation kernel K (5.1) close to the left
edge of the determinantal point process L˜`. Recall the quantity dTW = dTW (θ, χ) > 0 (4.8).
Proposition 5.8 (Kernel asymptotics, Tracy-Widom phase). Let (θ, χ) be in the Tracy-Widom
phase and scale the parameters as
t = θL+ 2w◦d2TW s
′L2/3, x = bhL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW s′L2/3 + w◦dTW (s′2 − h′)L1/3c,
t′ = θL+ 2w◦d2TW sL
2/3, x′ = bhL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW sL2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 − h)L1/3c,
(5.6)
where s, s′, h, h′ ∈ R are arbitrary. Then as L→ +∞ we have
K(t, x; t′, x′) = ef2L2/3+f1L1/3 1 +O(L
−1/3)
L1/3dTWw◦
A˜ext(s, h; s′, h′), (5.7)
where the constant in O(L−1/3) is uniform in h, h′ belonging to compact intervals, but may depend
on s, s′. Here A˜ext is (a version of) the extended Airy2 kernel (C.2), and
f1 := (h
′ − h+ s2 − s′2)dTWw◦ logw◦,
f2 := 2(s
′ − s)d2TW (w◦)2(1− logw◦).
(5.8)
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w◦
w˜z˜
Figure 15: Local behavior of the integration contours in a neighborhood of the double critical
point w◦. The regions where Re(w˜3) < 0 are shaded.
Remark 5.9. 1. Here and below in scalings like (5.6) we essentially transpose the pre-limit kernel
by assigning the primed scaled variables s′, h′ to the non-primed t, x. This transposition is needed
so that (5.7) holds without switching (s, h) ↔ (s′, h′). Transposing a correlation kernel does not
change the determinantal point process and thus does not affect our asymptotic results.
2. The factor ef2L
2/3+f1L1/3 is a gauge transformation of a determinantal correlation kernel which
in general looks as K(x, y) 7→ f(x)f(y)K(x, y) (with nonvanishing f). Gauge transformations do not
change determinants associated with the kernel.
Proof of Proposition 5.8. One can readily check that dTW =
3
√
1
2G
(3)(w◦). Deform the integration
contours as explained in the beginning of the subsection in the kernel (5.1) so that they are Γw◦
and Cw◦ , respectively, and change the variables in a neighborhood of size L
−1/6+ε (where ε > 0 is
small and fixed) of the double critical point w◦ as
z = w◦ +
z˜
dTWL1/3
, w = w◦ +
w˜
dTWL1/3
, (5.9)
where z˜, w˜ belong to the contours given in Figure 15 and are bounded in absolute value by L1/6+ε.
The exponent in the kernel behaves as
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , χ,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , χ, xL)
)
= L
(
G(w; θ, χ, h(θ, χ))−G(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)))
− (t′ − θL)w + (t− θL)z + (x′ − hL) logw − (x− hL) log z
= L2/3f2 + L
1/3f1 +
1
3 w˜
3 − sw˜2 − (h− s2)w˜ − 13 z˜3 + s′z˜2 + (h′ − s′2)z˜ + o(1),
(5.10)
where f1, f2 are given by (5.8). The remaining factors in the integrand are
dwdz
z(z − w) = −
dw˜dz˜
L1/3w◦dTW (w˜ − z˜)
(
1 + o(1)
)
(5.11)
(the negative sign in the right-hand side is absorbed by reversing one of the contours in Figure 15),
and
(ξ(0)− z)
(ξ(0)− w)
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− p(b)z ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− w = 1 + o(1). (5.12)
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Next, with the help of the Stirling asymptotics for the Gamma function (cf. [Erd53, 1.18.(1)])
one readily sees that the additional summand in (5.1) behaves as
− 1t>t′, x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)! = −1s′>s e
f2L2/3+f1L1/3
exp
{
− (h−h′−s2+s′2)24(s′−s)
}
L1/3dTWw◦
√
4pi(s′ − s) (1 +O(L
−1/3)). (5.13)
We thus get e−f2L2/3−f1L1/3K(t, x; t′, x′) ≈ (L1/3dTWw◦)−1A˜ext(s, h; s′, h′), as desired.
It remains to show that the behavior of the double contour integral coming from the neighbor-
hood of size L−1/6+ε of the double critical point w◦ indeed determines the asymptotics of the kernel,
and show the uniformity of the constant in the error O(L−1/3) in (5.7).
First, note that both w◦(θ, χ) and dTW (θ, χ) are uniformly bounded away from 0 for (θ, χ) in a
compact subset of the curved part. One can check that in (5.13) the constant by the error L−1/3
contains powers of w◦, dTW , and s′−s in the denominator, and thus the error is uniform in θ, χ, h, h′
in compact sets.
Let us now turn to the double contour integral, and first consider the case when z, w are inside the
L−1/6+ε-neighborhood of w◦. Note that the contours z˜, w˜ are separated from each other. The o(1)
errors coming from (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) combined produce in front of the exponent a function
bounded in absolute value by a polynomial in z˜, w˜ times const·L−1/3. The Airy-type double contour
integral with such additional polynomial factors converges, so we get a uniform error of order L−1/3.
Therefore, the double contour integral in (5.1) with z, w in the L−1/6+ε-neighborhood of w◦ is equal
to 1 + O(L−1/3) times the double contour integral in (C.2) with |u|, |v| < L1/6+ε. The double
contour integral over the remaining parts of the contours can be bounded by e−cL1/2+3ε and is thus
negligible. Thus, we get the desired contribution from the small neighborhood of w◦.
Next, write for the real part similarly to (5.10):
LRe
(
G(w; t
′
L , χ,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , χ, xL)
)
= LRe
(
G(w; θ, χ, h(θ, χ))−G(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ)))
− (t′ − θL) Rew + (t− θL) Re z + (x′ − hL) log |w| − (x− hL) logw◦. (5.14)
By Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.7 there exists δ > 0 such that if z or w or both are outside the δ-
neighborhood of w◦, the above quantity is bounded from above by −cL for some c > 0. Indeed,
this bound is valid for the first line in (5.14) while the terms in the second line as well as the gauge
factor −f2L2/3 − f1L1/3 are of smaller order.
It remains to consider the case when both z, w are inside the δ-neighborhood of w◦ but at least
one is outise the L−1/6+ε-neighborhood. Let use the notation w = w◦ + r(1 + i), z = w◦eiϕ where
we can assume (by shrinking or enlarging the δ-neighborhood by a constant factor) that 0 < r < δ,
0 < ϕ < δ, max(r, ϕ) > L−1/6+ε. For the first line in the right-hand side of (5.14) we can write by
Lemma 5.7:
LRe
(
G(w; θ, χ, h(θ, χ))−G(z; θ, χ, h(θ, χ))) ≤ −cL(r3 + ϕ4). (5.15)
Adding the terms −f2L2/3 − f1L1/3 to the second line we can estimate its absolute value as∣∣∣−f2L2/3 − f1L1/3 − (t′ − θL) Rew + (t− θL) Re z + (x′ − hL) log |w| − (x− hL) logw◦∣∣∣
≤ c2L2/3(r3 + ϕ2) + c1L1/3r.
One readily sees that the terms in (5.15) dominate by at least a factor of L2ε, and thus the con-
tribution to the double contour integral from this remaining case is also asymptotically negligible.
This completes the proof.
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The next two propositions deal with the BBP and the Gaussian cases. As justifications of
estimates in these cases are very similar to the proof of Proposition 5.8, we omit these arguments
and only present the main computations. For the next two statements recall the notation mχ (4.6).
Proposition 5.10 (Kernel asymptotics, BBP transition). Let (θ, χ) be at a BBP transition. Scale
the parameters as (5.6), where s, s′, h, h′ ∈ R are arbitrary. Then as L→ +∞ for fixed s, s′ we have
K(t, x; t′, x′) = ef2L2/3+f1L1/3 1 +O(L
−1/3)
L1/3dTWw◦
B˜extmχ,(0,...,0)(s, h; s
′, h′), (5.16)
with the gauge factors (5.8) and the extended BBP kernel (C.5). The constant in O(L−1/3) is
uniform in the same way as in Proposition 5.8.
Proof. Recall that at a BBP transition we have w◦(θ, χ) = Wχ. The proof is very similar to the
one of Proposition 5.8. We deform the z and w integration contours in (5.1) so that they are Γw◦
and Cw◦ , respectively, as explained in the beginning of the subsection. In particular, the pole at
w = w◦ stays to the right of all the contours. We then make the change of variables (5.9) in a
L−1/6+ε-neighborhood of w◦. The scaled variables z˜, w˜ belong to the contours given in Figure 15.
The asymptotic expansions of the exponent (5.10) and the factors (5.11) are the same at our
phase transition. The behavior of the additional summand (5.13) also stays the same. The difference
with the Tracy-Widom phase comes from the asymptotics of the product (5.12) which must be
replaced by
(ξ(0)− z)
(ξ(0)− w)
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− p(b)z ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− w = (1 + o(1))
∏
b∈B : ξ(b)=w◦
w◦ − z
w◦ − w = (1 + o(1))
(
z˜
w˜
)mχ
.
Combining these expansions (and omitting error estimates outside a small neighborhood of the
critical point which are analogous to Proposition 5.8) one gets the claim.
For the next statement recall the quantity dG(θ, χ) > 0 (4.9) and denote
dG := dG(θ, χ), d
′
G := dG(θ
′, χ), h := h(θ, χ), h′ := h(θ′, χ).
Proposition 5.11 (Kernel asymptotics, Gaussian phase). Let (θ, χ) and (θ′, χ) be in the Gaussian
phase, and scale the parameters as
t = θ′L+ d′Gs
′L1/2, x = bh′L+ d′GW(s′ − h′)L1/2c,
t′ = θL+ dGsL1/2, x′ = bhL+ dGW(s− h)L1/2c,
(5.17)
where s, s′, h, h′ ∈ R are arbitrary. Then as L→ +∞ we have with G˜ given by (C.8):
K(t, x; t′, x′) = ef˜0L+f˜1L1/2 1 +O(L
−1/2)
L1/2dGWχ
G˜extm,d′G/dG
(h;h′), (5.18)
where
f˜0 :=W(θ − θ′)(logW − 1), f˜1 :=W
(
d′Gs
′ − dGs+
(
dG(s− h)− d′G(s′ − h′)
)
logW) , (5.19)
and the constant in O(L−1/2) is uniform in h, h′ belonging to compact intervals, but may depend on
s, s′.
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Proof. Recall that in the Gaussian phase we have w◦(θ, χ) >Wχ, and the critical point of interest
is now W :=Wχ which does not depend on θ. This critical point is single and not double as in the
previous two statements. Deform the z and w contours in (5.1) to be ΓW and CW , respectively. In
a neighborhood of W of size L−1/4+ε (for small fixed ε > 0) make a change of variables
z =W + z˜
d′GL1/2
, w =W + w˜
dGL1/2
,
where z˜, w˜ belong to the contours in Figure 16 and are bounded in absolute value by L1/4+ε. One
can readily check that dG =
√−G′′(Wχ; θ, χ, h), d′G = √−G′′(Wχ; θ′, χ, h′).
w˜
z˜
W
Figure 16: Local behavior of the integration contours in a neighborhood of the single critical pointW.
The contour z˜ must lie to the left of the contour w˜d′G/dG. Shaded are the regions where Re(w˜
2) > 0
i.e., ReG(w) < ReG(W) locally because G′′(W) < 0.
Observe that h− h′ = (θ − θ′)W and (dG)2 − (d′G)2 = (θ − θ′)W−1. The exponent in the kernel
can be expanded as
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , χ,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , χ, xL)
)
= L
(
G(w; θ, χ, h)−G(z; θ′, χ, h′))
− (t′ − θL)w + (t− θ′L)z + (x′ − hL) logw − (x− h′L) log z
= f˜0L+ f˜1L
1/2 − 12 w˜2 + 12 z˜2 − hw˜ + h′z˜ + o(1),
where f˜0, f˜1 are given by (5.19). The remaining factors in the integrand in (5.1) are
dwdz
z(z − w) = −
dw˜dz˜
L1/2WdG(−z˜ + w˜d′G/dG)
(
1 + o(1)
)
(the negative sign is absorbed by reversing one of the contours in Figure 16), and
(ξ(0)− z)
(ξ(0)− w)
∏
b∈B : b<χ
ξ(b)− p(b)w
ξ(b)− p(b)z ·
ξ(b)− z
ξ(b)− w = (1 + o(1))
(
dGz˜
d′Gw˜
)mχ
.
For the additional summand, the conditions t > t′, x ≥ x′ become simply θ′ > θ. Then we have
using the Stirling asymptotics [Erd53, 1.18.(1)]:
−1t>t′, x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)! = −1θ′>θe
f˜0L+f˜1L1/2
exp
{
−W(dGh−d′Gh′)22(θ′−θ)
}
L1/2
√
2piW(θ′ − θ) (1 + o(1)) .
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To match with (C.8) note that θ
′−θ
Wd2G
= (d′G/dG)
2 − 1.
Via estimates outside the small neighborhood of the critical point similar to Proposition 5.8 one
gets the desired claim.
Remark 5.12. Since right-and side of (5.18) does not depend on s or s for the Gaussian asymptotics,
below in the Gaussian phase we will assume s = s = 0.
5.4 Asymptotics of Fredholm determinants
Having asymptotics of the kernel in each phase, we are now in a position to prove Theorems 4.5
and 4.6 on the limit shape of the height function of the continuous space TASEP and its joint
fluctuations at a fixed location. We begin with the fluctuation statement.
By Theorem 3.6 (see also Section 3.1.5), for fixed χ > 0, any ` ∈ Z≥1, real 0 ≤ t1 < . . . < t`,
and h1, . . . , h` ∈ Z≥0, the probability Prob(H(ti, χ) > hi, i = 1, . . . , `) is expressed as a Fredholm
determinant of 1 − K on the union of {0, 1, . . . , hi} × {ti}. To deal with the asymptotic behavior
of this Fredholm determinant, we need additional estimates of |K(t, x; , t′, x′)| when x′ is far to the
left of the values in the scalings (5.6) or (5.17).
First we consider the double contour integral in (5.1) which we denote by I(t, x; t′, x′):
Lemma 5.13 (Double contour integral in Tracy-Widom or BBP regime). Let the space-time point
(θ, χ) be in the Tracy-Widom phase or at a BBP transition. Let t, t′ scale as in (5.6) with arbitrary
fixed s, s′. Also, take x to be arbitrary, and
x′ < hL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW sL
2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 − κ0)L1/3
for some fixed κ0 > s
2 > 0 (independent of L). Then for all large enough L we have
e−f2L
2/3−f1L1/3∣∣I(t, x; t′, x′)∣∣
≤ C
(
e−c1Lε1
c2
(
x′ − hL− 2(w◦)2d2TW sL2/3
)− 1 + L−1/3ec3L−1/3(x′−hL−2(w◦)2d2TW sL2/3)
)
, (5.20)
where C, ci, ε1 > 0 are constants, and f1, f2 are the gauge factors (5.8) corresponding to (t, x; t
′, x′).
Proof. Parametrize x′ = hL + 2(w◦)2d2TW sL
2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 − κ)L1/3, where κ > κ0 and x as in
(5.6) with h′ possibly depending on L. The gauge factors are as in (5.8) but with h replaced by κ.
Let the integration contours in I pass through the double critical point w◦(θ, χ) and be as in the
proofs of Propositions 5.8 and 5.10. To estimate |I(t, x; t′, x′)|, we bring the absolute value inside
and consider the real part of the exponent which has the form (5.14). Parametrizing the contours
w = w◦+r(1+i), z = w◦eiϕ and adding the gauge factors −f2L2/3−f1L1/3 we see that the resulting
expression in the exponent does not depend on h′ (which is why x is arbitrary in the hypothesis).
Moreover, κ appears only in the terms multiplied by L1/3 which have the form
1
2
dTWw
◦L1/3(s2 − κ) (2 logw◦ − log(r2 + (r + w◦)2)) < −cL1/3(s2 − κ) log(r + 1)
for some c > 0 depending only on θ, χ,w◦ provided that κ0 > s2. Arguing as in the proof of
Proposition 5.8 we see that if z or w is outside an L−1/6+ε-neighborhood of w◦, the exponent can be
bounded from above by −cL2ε times an integral of (r+ 1)−cL1/3(s2−κ) over r from 0 to +∞, times a
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polynomial factor in L which can be incorporated into the exponent. This corresponds to the first
term in the estimate (5.20).
When both integration variables are inside the L−1/6+ε-neighborhood of w◦, make the change
of variables (5.9) and Taylor expand as in the proof of Proposition 5.8. The integral of the absolute
value of the integrand converges, and the part depending on κ produces an estimate of the form
≤ Ce−cκ (after taking into account the gauge factors). This corresponds to the second term in the
right-hand side of (5.20) where the factor L−1/3 in front comes from the change of variables in the
double integral. This completes the proof.
A similar estimate can be written down in the Gaussian phase. Its proof is analogous to
Lemma 5.13 therefore we omit it.
Lemma 5.14. Let the space-time points (θ, χ), (θ′, χ) be in the Gaussian phase. Let t, t′ scale as
in (5.17) with s = s′ = 0, x be arbitrary, and
x′ < hL− dGWκ0L1/2
for some κ0 > 0 (independent of L). Then for all large enough L we have
e−f˜0L−f˜1L
1/2∣∣I(t, x; t′, x′)∣∣ ≤ C ( e−c1Lε1
c2(x′ − hL)− 1 + L
−1/2ec3L
−1/2(x′−hL)
)
,
where the gauge factors f˜0, f˜1 are as in (5.19) with s = s
′ = 0, and C, ci, ε1 > 0 are constants.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.6 about fluctuations. First, due
to the connection to the determinantal point process (Theorem 3.6) we can write the probabilities
in the left-hand side of (4.10) (in Tracy-Widom or BBP regime) and (4.11) (in Gaussian regime)
as Fredholm determinants of 1 − K on the space X := unionsq`i=1{ti} × {0, 1, . . . , xi}, where ti, xi scale
corresponding to the right-hand sides of (4.10) or (4.11), and K is given in (5.1). In more detail,
the Fredholm determinant has the form (cf. Section 3.1.5)
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
∑
y1,...,yn
det [K(yp; yq)]np,q=1 , (5.21)
where each yp = (tp, xp) runs over the space unionsq`i=1{ti} × {0, 1, . . . , xi}.
We separate the summation over y1, . . . , yn in (5.21) into two parts, when all yp are close to
the right edge of X (composed of left neighborhoods of {ti} × {xi}), and when at least one yp is
sufficiently far from the right edge of X, cf. Figure 17. Let us show that the first part of the sum
converges to the Fredholm determinant of the corresponding limiting kernel, and that the second
part of the sum is negligible.
Consider the Tracy-Widom phase, the other cases are analogous. The scaling is
ti = θL+ 2w
◦d2TW siL
2/3, xi = bhL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW siL2/3 + w◦dTW (s2i − ri)L1/3c,
where (θ, χ) is in the Tracy-Widom phase and s1, . . . , s`, r1, . . . , r` ∈ R are fixed. The Fredholm
determinant (5.21) expresses the probability Prob(H(ti, χ) > xi, i = 1, . . . , `). Fix sufficiently
large positive κ1, . . . , κ`, and define the right edge Xre of X to be disjoint union of segments from
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t1
t2
t3
t4
0
x1
x4
x3
x2
Figure 17: The set X over which the Fredholm determinant (5.21) of 1−K is taken. Highlighted is
the right edge of X, i.e., the subset contributing to the limiting Fredholm determinant. Here ` = 4.
hL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW siL
2/3 +w◦dTW (s2i − κi)L1/3 to xi on each level ti. By Proposition 5.8 we have for
all n:
(−1)n
n!
∑
y1,...,yn∈Xre
det[K(yp; yq)]np,q=1
= (1 +O(L−1/3))
(−1)n
n!
∫
. . .
∫
det[Aext(Y p;Y q)]np,q=1 dh
1 . . . dhn,
where each of the integrals is over Y p = (sp, hp) ∈ unionsq`i=1{si}× [ri, κi]. The prefactors (w◦dTWL1/3)−1
are absorbed when we pass from sums to integrals due to our scaling. We also ignored the gauge
factors in Proposition 5.8 because they do not change the determinants. Taking κi sufficiently large
and using the decay of the Airy kernel (e.g., see [TW94]) leads to the desired Fredholm determinant
of 1 − Aext. In the BBP and Gaussian regime we use Propositions 5.10 and 5.11, respectively, to
get similar convergence with the corresponding limiting kernels. (In the Gaussian phase the right
edge has scale L1/2 and not L1/3).
Let us show that the contribution to the Fredholm determinant is negligible when at least one
yp is outside Xre. We again consider only the Tracy-Widom phase as the other ones are analogous.
Fix p0 such that y
p0 is summed over X\Xre. In (5.21) consider the n-th sum, and expand the n×n
determinant as a sum over permutations σ ∈ S(n). In each of the resulting n! terms single out the
factor containing yp0 in the second place:
n∏
j=1
K(yj ; yσ(j)) = · · · K(yp; yp0) · · · . (5.22)
We are interested in K(yp; yp0) which is a sum of the additional term and the double contour
integral I, cf. (5.1). For I we use the estimate of Lemma 5.13 (in the Gaussian phase we would
need Lemma 5.14). Namely, the sum of the right-hand side of (5.20) over yp0 = (t′, x′) outside Xre
can be bounded in absolute value by C(e−c1Lε1 logL + e−cκ), where κ = min1≤i≤` κi, and this is
small for large L as we take large enough κi.
The additional term in K(yp; yp0) is nonzero when tp > tp0 and xp ≥ xp0 . One can see similarly
to (5.13) that when xp0 −xp < −κ˜L1/3 for sufficiently large κ˜ > 0, the additional term is negligible.
Otherwise (when xp and xp0 are close to each other within a constant multiple of L1/3) it is not
negligible, and in this case, yp (which we now call yp1) is also outside of Xre. We then proceed by
finding the factor in (5.22) with yp1 in the second place, say, K(yp2 ; yp1). If tp2 > tp1 , this factor can
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also contribute a non-negligible additional summand if xp2 is close to xp1 , and we can repeat the
argument by finding K(yp3 ; yp2). However, due to the indicators in front of the additional term in K,
we must take the double contour integral I from at least one of the n factors in (5.22). Therefore,
this procedure of finding non-negligible contributions will eventually terminate and these additional
summands are multiplied by an integral factor. When the additional summands are not small,
the corresponding ypi ’s are outside Xre, and thus the integral factor becomes small. We conclude
that any non-negligible additional summands are multiplied by at least one double contour integral
factor which is asymptotically negligible. This establishes the desired convergence of the Fredholm
determinants, and completes the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let us now prove the limit shape theorem that limL→+∞ L−1H(θ, χ) =
h(θ, χ) in probability for each fixed (θ, χ). If (θ, χ) is in the curved part (Definition 4.1), then
this convergence in probability immediately follows from the (single-point) fluctuation results of
Theorem 4.6. When (θ, χ) is outside the curved part, consider the first particle x1 of the continuous
space TASEP. Since this particle performs a simple Poisson random walk (in inhomogeneous space),
its location satisfies a Law of Large Numbers. Namely, for fixed θ > 0:
lim
L→+∞
Prob (|x1(θL)− χe(θ)| > ε) = 0 for all ε > 0,
where χe(θ) is the unique solution to θ =
∫ χ
0 du/ξ(u). This implies that Prob (H(θL, χ) > εL)→ 0
for all χ > χe(θ). For χ = χe(θ) the critical point equation (5.2) has a unique solution w
◦ = 0,
and thus h = 0. One can check that then G(v) (4.7) has a single critical point at v = 0, and so
H(θL, χe(θ)) has Gaussian type fluctuations of order L1/2 around the limiting value h(θ, χe(θ)) = 0.
Thus, the limit shape for the height function L−1H at χe(θ) is also zero, which completes the
proof.
5.5 Fluctuations around a traffic jam
In this subsection we analyze fluctuations in the continuous space TASEP around a down jump of
the speed function ξ(·) at χ = 1, see (4.14). For this particular choice of ξ(·) the correlation kernel
(5.1) has the form
K(t, x; t′, x′) = −1t>t′1x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)!
+
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dwdz
z(z − w) exp
{
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , χ,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , χ, xL)
)} 1− z
1− w,
(5.23)
where G for χ > 1 (the regime we’re interested in) is given by
G(v; θ, χ, h) = −θv + h log v + 1
1− v +
χ− 1
1− 2v .
The z contour is a small circle around 0, and the w contour encircles 1/2 and 1.
The scaled time is assumed to be critical θcr = 12 (given by the right-hand side of (4.13)). Recall
that as θ passes θcr the limit shape loses continuity at χ = 1. Set
χ− 1 = 10 > 0
(the factor 10 is convenient in the formulas below) and let  = (L) → 0 as L → +∞. Let us
expand the double critical point w◦ of G and the limit shape h in powers of .
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Lemma 5.15. For small  > 0, the double critical point and the limiting height function behave as
w◦(12, 1 + 10) =
1
2
− 1
2

1
4 − 1
5

1
2 +
7
100

3
4 +
191
2000
 +O(
5
4 ); (5.24)
h(12, 1 + 10) = 4− 10 12 + 6 34 +O( 54 ). (5.25)
Proof. The double critical point w◦ satisfies equation (5.2) which for our particular ξ(·) and θ = 12
becomes (after removing the denominator (v − 1)3(2v − 1)3)
−11+20+(103−20)v−30(13+2)v2+20(38+5)v3−40(20+)v4+432v5−96v6 = 0. (5.26)
When  = 0, (5.26) has root v = 12 of multiplicity 4 which after taking the denominator into account
corresponds to a single root. For small  > 0 there are four roots close to 12 two of which are complex
0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65
-0.15
-0.10
-0.05
0.05
0.10
0.15
Figure 18: Behavior of four roots of (5.26) in the complex plane which become v = 12 for  = 0.
conjugate and two of which are real, see Figure 18. We are interested in the unique root w◦ ∈ (0, 12).
Using Implicit Function Theorem to find derivatives of w◦ in , we get the desired expansion (5.24).
The expansion of h is obtained using (5.3) which now takes the form
h(12, 1 + 10) = 12w◦ − w
◦
(1−w◦)2 − 
5w◦(
1
2 −w◦
)2
together with the expansion of w◦. This completes the proof.
Expansion (5.25) implies that ∂∂h(12, 1 + 10)
∣∣
=0
= −∞ but h is continuous at χ = 1 (and
h(12, 1) = 4). This behavior corresponds to the middle picture in Figure 13.
In the rest of the subsection we prove Theorem 4.7. The analysis of fluctuations of the random
height function is similar to Sections 5.2 to 5.4. The main difference is in the asymptotic expansion
in the exponent under the integral in the kernel K (5.23) which leads to different limiting kernels.
The large L behavior of this exponent depends on the relative speeds at which → 0 and L→∞.
To shorten notation let, by agreement, w◦, h, and dTW depend on the parameters θ = 12 and
χ = 1 + 10. The corresponding  = 0 pre-slowdown values w◦(12, 1) = 12 , h(12, 1) = 4, and
dTW (12, 1) = 4 · 51/3 will be used explicitly.
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We consider three cases based on how  compares with L−4/3. Indeed, (L−4/3)1/4 = L−1/3
corresponds to the scaling of the integration variables around the double critical point w◦ which
itself is close to 1/2 within 1/4, see (5.24). The interplay of these two effects leads to the three
cases below.
5.5.1 Close to the slowdown
Let 0 <   L− 43−γ for some γ > 0. Scale the parameters as follows (note the differences with
(5.6))
t = 12L+ w◦d2TW 2
−1/3s′L2/3, t′ = 12L+ w◦d2TW 2
−1/3sL2/3,
x = b4L+ (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3s′L2/3 + w◦dTW (s′2 − h′)2−2/3L1/3c,
x′ = b4L+ (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3sL2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 − h)2−2/3L1/3c,
z =
1
2
+
z˜
2 · 101/3L1/3 , w =
1
2
+
w˜
2 · 101/3L1/3 ,
(5.27)
where z˜, w˜ belong to the Airy integration contours as in Figure 15. One can check that
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , 1 + 10,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , 1 + 10, xL)
)
= (gauge terms) +
w˜3
3
− sw˜2 − (h− s2)w˜ − z˜
3
3
+ s′z˜2 + (h′ − s′2)z˜ + o(1), (5.28)
where “(gauge terms)” stand for terms which do not depend on z˜, w˜ and can be removed by a suitable
gauge transformation of the kernel (cf. Remark 5.9). These terms do not affect the asymptotics
of probabilities in question, and we do not write them down explicitly. One can also check that
the gauge terms coming from the non-integral summand in (5.23) are the same as the ones arising
from the integral. Moreover, the prefactor 10−1/3L−1/3 in front of the non-integral summand is
the same as 12 · 2 · 10−1/3L−1/3 coming from the change of variables in the double contour integral,
and also coincides with w◦dTW 2−2/3L−1/3 corresponding to rescaling the space variable x to h.
Repeating the rest of the argument from Sections 5.2 to 5.4 we see that when χ = 1 + 10 is close
to the slowdown of ξ(·) at 1, the fluctuations of the height function around the pre-slowdown value
h(12, 1) = 4 are given by the Airy kernel.
5.5.2 Far from the slowdown
Let  L− 43+γ for some γ ∈ (0, 43). Consider the scaling
t = 12L+ 2w◦d2TW s
′L2/3, x = bhL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW s′L2/3 + w◦dTW (s′2 − h′)L1/3c;
t′ = 12L+ 2w◦d2TW sL
2/3, x′ = bhL+ 2(w◦)2d2TW sL2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 − h)L1/3c;
z = w◦ +
z˜
dTWL1/3
, w = w◦ +
w˜
dTWL1/3
.
The new integration variables z˜, w˜ belong to the contours as in Figure 15. This scaling is the same
as in the general Tracy-Widom fluctuation regime (5.6) but the coefficients also depend on L. That
is, in contrast with (5.27) here we include corrections of order larger than 1/4  L−1/3 directly
into t, x, t′, x′ and the integration variables. One can readily check that with this scaling the same
expansion (5.28) holds (with different gauge terms). The gauge terms coming from the additional
summand in (5.23) are also compatible with the ones in the integral. In this way we again get the
Airy kernel describing the fluctuations.
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5.5.3 Critical scale at the traffic jam
This case arises when smaller order terms in w◦(12, 1 + 10), h(12, 1 + 10), and dTW (12, 1 + 10)
coincide in scale with the natural Airy corrections of orders L−1/3 and L−2/3. Let  = 10−4/3δL−4/3,
where δ > 0 is fixed. Consider the scaling
t = 12L+ w◦d2TW 2
−1/3s′L2/3, t′ = 12L+ w◦d2TW 2
−1/3sL2/3,
x = b4L+ (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3s′L2/3 + w◦dTW (s′2 + 2s′δ1/4 − h′)2−2/3L1/3c,
x′ = b4L+ (w◦)2d2TW 2−1/3sL2/3 + w◦dTW (s2 + 2sδ1/4 − h)2−2/3L1/3c,
z =
1
2
+
z˜
2 · 101/3L1/3 , w =
1
2
+
w˜
2 · 101/3L1/3 ,
(5.29)
where z˜, w˜ belong to the Airy contours (Figure 15). We have the following expansion:
L
(
G(w; t
′
L , 1 + 10,
x′
L )−G(z; tL , 1 + 10, xL)
)
= (gauge terms) +
w˜3
3
− sw˜2 − (h− s2)w˜ − z˜
3
3
+ s′z˜2 + (h′ − s′2)z˜ + δ
z˜
− δ
w˜
+ o(1). (5.30)
The additional summand in (5.23) has the expansion:
−1t>t′1x≥x′ (t− t
′)x−x′
(x− x′)! = −1s′>s exp{gauge terms}
exp
{
− (h−h′−s2+s′2)24(s′−s)
}
101/3L1/3
√
4pi(s′ − s)
with the same gauge terms as in (5.30). We see that the kernel is approximated by the deformed
Airy2 kernel defined in Appendix C.3. The rest of the argument for convergence of fluctuations can
be copied from the proofs in the Tracy-Widom phase in Sections 5.2 to 5.4. This completes the
proof of Theorem 4.7.
5.5.4 Remark. Relation to deformations of the Airy kernel from [BP08]
The deformed Airy kernel that we obtain arises in the edge scaling limit of a certain multiparameter
Wishart-like ensemble of random matrices in the spirit of [BP08]. In that paper the authors consider
an Airy-like time-dependent correlation kernel with two finite sets of real parameters. In order to
arrive at the kernel of the form A˜ext,δ (C.6) one needs to consider two infinite sequences of per-
turbation parameters xi, yj , and perform a double limit transition. This construction is essentially
described in Remark 2 in [BP08], and our kernel corresponds to setting all parameters except c− to
zero.
6 Homogeneous doubly geometric corner growth
In this section we consider the limit shape and fluctuations of the homogeneous DGCG model
(defined in Section 1.2). Our results are one-parameter deformations of the corresponding results
for the celebrated geometric corner growth (equivalently, geometric last-passage percolation) model.
Set ai ≡ 1, βt ≡ β > 0, and νj ≡ ν ∈ [−β, 1), and let HT (N) denote the height function in
this homogeneous DGCG model. Let L → +∞ be a large parameter, the location and time scale
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linearly as N = bηLc, T = bτLc, where η and τ are the scaled location and time, respectively. Fix
τ > 0 and define the limiting height function η 7→ h(τ, η) as the following parametric curve:
η(z) = τ
β(1− z)2(1− zν)2
(1− ν)(1− z2ν)(1 + zβ)2 , h(z) = τ
βz2
(
β(1− z2ν) + ν(1− 2z) + 1)
(1 + βz)2(1− z2ν) , (6.1)
where 0 ≤ z ≤ 1. See Figure 19 for examples. In more detail, we say that (τ, η) is in the curved
part if τβ > η(1− ν). One can show that for (τ, η) in the curved part there exists a unique solution
to η = η(z) in z belonging to (0, 1).
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
β = 14 , τ = 1
ν = −14
ν = 0 ν = 14
ν = 12
η
h
Figure 19: Limit shapes for varying parameter ν. The case ν = −β = −14 coincides with the limit
shape parabola in the geometric corner growth model.
Keeping the same parameter z (with z ∈ (0, 1) corresponding to the curved part), define
d(z) :=
[
(1− ν)η(z)
z(1 + zβ)(1− z)3(1− νz)3
(
β + 1 + ν − 3zν(1 + zβ) + βz3ν(1 + ν) + z3ν2
)]1/3
.
One can show that d(z) > 0. Also define
A(z) :=
2zd(z)2(1 + βz)2
β
, B(z) := 2zd(z)(1 + βz), C(z) := zd(z).
Theorem 6.1. As L → +∞, for all τ, η > 0 the scaled DGCG height function L−1HbτLc(bηLc)
converges to h(τ, η) in probability (some examples are given in Figure 20).
Fix (τ, η) = (τ, η(z)) in the curved part corresponding to some parameter value z ∈ (0, 1) (recall
that η(z), h(z) also depend on τ). For any s1, . . . , s`, r1, . . . , r` ∈ R we have
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
HbτL+A(z)siL2/3c(bη(z)Lc)− Lh(z)−B(z)siL2/3
C(z)L1/3
> s2i − ri, i = 1, . . . , `
)
= det
(
1− Aext)unionsq`i=1{si}×(ri,+∞) ,
where Aext is the extended Airy kernel (Appendix C.1). In particular, for ` = 1 we have convergence
to the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution:
lim
L→+∞
Prob
(
HbτLc(bη(z)Lc)− Lh(z)
C(z)L1/3
> −r
)
= FGUE(r), r ∈ R.
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Figure 20: Simulations of the homogeneous DGCG with β = 14 (as in Figure 19), unscaled time
T = 500, and (a) ν = −14 (parabolic limit shape), (b) ν = 0, (c) ν = 14 , (d) ν = 12 . These figures
use the interpretation of DGCG as parallel TASEP (Appendix A.1) and are thus rotated by 45◦.
Remark 6.2 (Reduction to classical corner growth). For ν = −β the homogeneous DGCG model
turns into the standard corner growth model. Explicit limit shape in the simpler exponential corner
growth model goes back to [Ros81]. For the geometric corner growth, the limit shape was obtained
in [JPS98], [CEP96], and [Sep98] using various approaches. GUE Tracy-Widom fluctuations for the
geometric corner growth are due to Johansson [Joh00].
For ν = −β the curve (6.1) becomes
η(z) =
τβ(1− z)2
(1 + β)(1 + z2β)
, h(z) =
τβz2
1 + z2β
,
which after excluding z reduces to
τ =
η + h + 2
√
qhη
1− q ,
under the identification of the parameters β = q−1 − 1, where q ∈ (0, 1) is the parameter of the
geometric waiting time in the notation of [Joh00]. Setting η = 1 and h = γ turns the right-hand
side into the limiting value of the last-passage time N−1G∗(bγNc, N) from [Joh00]. The latter
corresponds to the parabolic limit shape in the geometric corner growth / last-passage percolation.
See Figures 19 and 20 for an illustration of how the DGCG limit shapes form a one-parameter
extension of this parabola.
In the rest of the section we outline a proof of Theorem 6.1, mainly focusing on the contour
estimates required for the steepest descent analysis. In view of Remark 6.2, we will not consider
the particular case ν = −β extensively studied previously, and will assume that ν ∈ (−β, 1).
First, note that for ν < 0 the connection of DGCG to Schur measures decribed in Section 3.2
breaks since Schur processes are not well-defined for negative parameters. However, both the homo-
geneous DGCG model and the limit shape curve (6.1) depend on ν ∈ [−β, 1) in a continuous way.
Moreover, the kernel KN (3.16) and its Fredholm determinants like (3.19) clearly make sense for
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negative ν. The probability distribution of the height function HT (N) of the homogeneous DGCG
depends on ν in a polynomial (hence analytic) way. Therefore, we can analytically continue formulas
expressing the distribution of HT (N) as Fredholm determinants of KN into the range ν ∈ (−β, 1).
This allows us to study the asymptotic behavior of the homogeneous DGCG for ν ∈ (−β, 1) by
analyzing the same kernel KN .
Let us write down the specialization of KN to the homogeneous case:
KN (T, x;T
′, x′) = −1T>T ′1x≥x′
2pii
∮
(1 + βz)T−T ′
zx−x′+1
dz
+
1
(2pii)2
∮ ∮
dz dw
z − w
wx
′+N
zx+N+1
(
1− wν
1− zν
)N−1 (1 + βtz)T
(1 + βtw)T
′
(
1− z
1− w
)N
,
(6.2)
The z contour is a small positive circle around 0 which does not include 1/ν, and the w contour is
a small positive circle around 1 which is to the right of 0, −1/β, and the z contour.
The asymptotic analysis of KN follows essentially the same steps as performed for the continuous
space TASEP in Section 5. That is, we write KN as in (5.1) with the function in the exponent under
the double integral looking as
SL(z) = SL(z;T,N, h) :=
h
L
log z +
N − 1
L
log(1− νz)− T
L
log(1 + βz)− N
L
log(1− z),
where h = x + N . The scaling of the parameters T = bτLc, N = bηLc means that we can modify
the function SL to be
SL(z) =
h
L
log z + η log(1− νz)− τ log(1 + βz)− η log(1− z). (6.3)
Indeed, the difference in the exponent is either small or can be removed by a suitable gauge trans-
formation.
We find the double critical point z = zL of SL(z), and deform the integration contours so that
the behavior of the double contour integral is dominated by a small neighborhood of zL. To complete
the argument we need to show the existence of steep ascent/descent integration contours. That is,
we find new contours γ± such that ReSL(z) attains its minimum on γ+ at z = zL, and ReSL(w)
attains its maximum on γ− at w = zL.
In the sequel we assume that (τ, η) is in the curved part: τβ > η(1 − ν). Moreover, we will
always assume that h < τL as the corresponding pre-limit inequality HT (N) ≤ T holds almost
surely by the very definition of the DGCG model.
One readily sees that SL(z) has three critical points, up to multiplicity, since the numerator
in S′L(z) is a cubic polynomial. In the curved part there exists hL such that SL(z;T,N, hL) has a
double critical point zL ∈ (0, 1). Taking this double critical point as a parameter of the limit shape
and expressing h and η (for fixed τ) through this critical point, we arrive at the formulas for the
limit shape (6.1).
The next two Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 determine the location of the third critical point of SL (which
must also be real).
Lemma 6.3. The function SL (6.3) has the following limits:
lim
z→∞ReSL(z) = limz→ν−1
ReSL(z) = lim
z→0
ReSL(z) = −∞,
lim
z→−β−1
ReSL(z) = lim
z→1
ReSL(z) =∞.
(6.4)
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Proof. This follows from the limits log |v| → −∞ as v → 0 and log |v| → ∞ as v → ∞. The signs
of the infinities are determined by the signs of the parameters. At v →∞ we use h/L < τ .
Lemma 6.4. The function SL (6.3) has a real critical point v0 ∈ (−∞, ν−1).
Proof. It suffices to show that S′L(v1) < 0 and S
′
L(v2) > 0 for a pair of real points v1, v2 ∈ (−∞, 1/ν).
We have that S′L(z) → −∞ as v → (1/ν)−. This establishes the existence of v1 ∈ (−∞, 1/ν) such
that S′L(v1) < 0. Also, we have that vS
′
L(v) → h/L − τ < 0 as v → −∞. This establishes the
existence of v2 ∈ (−∞, 1/ν), near negative infinity on the real axis, such that S′L(v2) > 0. Therefore,
there is v0 ∈ (v2, v1) such that S′L(v0) = 0.
As the new contours γ± we take the steepest ascent/descent paths. Recall that for a meromorphic
function f : C→ C, an oriented path γ : [0, 1]→ C is a steepest path with base point z0 ∈ C if γ is
smooth, travels along the gradient of Re f (i.e. γ′(t)·∇(Re f)|z=γ(t) = λγ′(t)), and γ(0) = z0. If Re f
is increasing or decreasing along γ, we say that γ is a steepest ascent or descent path, respectively.
Proposition 6.5. Consider the function SL(z; bτLc, bηLc, hL) which has a double critical point
at z = zL. There is a pair of steepest ascent paths with base point zL, denoted as γ
(1)
+ and γ
(2)
+
(symmetric with respect to R), so that γ+ := γ
(1)
+ ∪ γ(2)+ is a simple closed curve enclosing the origin
and traveling through −β−1. There is a pair of steepest descent paths with base point zL, denoted
as γ
(1)
− and γ
(2)
− (also symmetric with respect to R), so that γ− := γ
(1)
− ∪ γ(2)− is a simple closed
curve (on the Riemann sphere) that travels through a real point in [−∞, 1/ν]. See Figure 21 for an
illustration.
Figure 21: Steepest ascent/descent contours for SL(z;T,N, hL). The steepest ascent contours com-
prising γ+ are solid red, and possible options for the steepest descent contours comprising γ− are
dashed blue.
The contours γ+ and γ− are assumed to have positive (counterclockwise) orientation.
Remark 6.6. In the proofs in Section 5 we took concrete integration contours which were not
the steepest, and this required estimating the derivative of ReSL along the contours. For the
relatively simpler function (6.3) we can in fact understand the global configuration of the steepest
ascent/descent contours, and this allows to avoid concrete estimates of derivatives of ReSL.
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Proof of Proposition 6.5. Since SL(z) is analytic at the critical point zL, we know the local shape
of all of the steepest paths with base point zL. To establish the global structure of the paths we use
the following properties:
1. ReSL(z) = ReSL(z¯);
2. steepest paths for a meromorphic function only intersect at critical points or singularities;
3. the end point of any steepest path is a critical point, or a singularity, or infinity.
The first property implies that γ
(1)
+ and γ
(2)
+ are symmetric with respect to the real line, and the
same for γ
(1)
− and γ
(2)
− .
Since zL is a double critical point and S
′′′
L (zL) > 0, there are six distinct steepest descent paths
with base point zL: an ascent path along the real axis from zL to 1, a descent path along the real axis
from zL to 0, and four other paths which we denote by γ
(1)
+ , γ
(2)
+ , γ
(2)
− , and γ
(1)
− (in counterclockwise
order). We know that the paths γ
(1)
+ and γ
(2)
+ are (locally) to the left of γ
(1)
− and γ
(2)
− .
The end point of γ
(1)
− must be a singularity or a critical point. By the limits of Lemma 6.3 and
recalling the simple critical point v0 ∈ (−∞, 1/ν) from Lemma 6.4, the end point of γ(1)− must be
0, 1/ν, v0, or ∞. It follows that γ− = γ(1)− ∪ γ(2)− must be a simple closed curve (on the Riemann
sphere) passing through one of the points 0, 1/ν, v0, or ∞. The union γ+ = γ(1)+ ∪ γ(2)+ of the
steepest ascent paths with base point zL is a simple closed curve passing through −1/β or 1.
The curves γ+ and γ− cannot intersect outside R as this would imply existence of additional
imaginary critical points or singularities of SL(z), which is not possible. Thus, γ+ cannot pass
through 1, and γ− cannot pass through 0. We are left with the steepest paths described by the
statement of this proposition, which are depicted in Figure 21.
To finish the proof of Theorem 6.1, it remains to show that the z and w integration contours in
the kernel KN (6.2) can be deformed to γ+ and γ−, respectively.
The old z contour is a small circle around 0, and −β−1 is not a pole in z. Therefore, we can
replace the z contour by γ+ without picking any residues. We then deform the w contour to (−γ−)
by passing over infinity in the Riemann sphere. In this deformation, the only possible residue
contribution can come from infinity since the integrand is analytic elsewhere along the deformation.
Counting the powers of w as w → ∞ in (6.2) (or recalling that SL(w) → −∞ as w → ∞) we
conclude that the integrand does not have a residue at w = ∞, and thus the deformation can be
performed.
The orientation of γ− is negative after the deformation. This sign is the same extra factor of
(−1) arising in the proof of Proposition 5.8. Taking this orientation into account we see that the
limiting Airy fluctuation kernel has the correct sign. We omit the straightforward computation of
the constants in the Airy kernel limit in Theorem 6.1.
A Equivalent models
Here we discuss a number of equivalent combinatorial formulations of our discrete DGCG model. For
simplicity we consider only fully homogeneous models with ai ≡ a, νj ≡ ν, βt ≡ β. In Appendix A.4
we also describe an equivalent formulation of the (homogeneous) continuous space TASEP.
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A.1 Parallel TASEP with geometric-Bernoulli jumps
Let us interpret the doubly geometric corner growth HT (N) as a TASEP-like particle system.
Definition A.1. The geometric-Bernoulli random variable g ∈ Z≥0 (gB variable, for short; notation
g ∼ gB(aβ, ν)) is a random variable with distribution
Prob(g = j) :=
1j=0
1 + aβ
+
aβ 1j≥1
1 + aβ
(
ν + aβ
1 + aβ
)j−1 1− ν
1 + aβ
, j ∈ Z≥0.
Definition A.2. The geometric-Bernoulli Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (gB-
TASEP, for short) is a discrete time Markov chain {~G(T )}T∈Z≥0 on the space of particle con-
figurations ~G = (G1 > G2 > . . .) in Z, with at most one particle per site allowed, and the step
initial condition Gi(0) = −i, i = 1, 2, . . ..
The dynamics of gB-TASEP proceeds as follows. At each discrete time step, each particle Gj
with an empty site to the right (almost surely there are finitely many such particles at any finite
time) samples an independent random variable gj ∼ gB(aβ, ν), and jumps by min(gj , Gj−1−Gj−1)
steps (with G0 = +∞ by agreement). See Figure 4 (in the Introduction) for an illustration.
Proposition A.3. Let HT (N) be the DGCG height function. Then for all T ∈ Z≥0 and N ∈ Z≥1
we have
HT (N) = #{i ∈ Z≥1 : Gi(T ) + i+ 1 ≥ N},
where {Gi(T )} is the gB-TASEP with the step initial configuration.
Remark A.4. Replacing particles by holes and vice versa in gB-TASEP one gets a stochastic
particle system of zero range type. It is called the generalized TASEP in [DPP15].
A.2 Directed last-passage percolation like growth model
Let us present another equivalent formulation of DGCG as a variant of directed last-passage perco-
lation. For each N ∈ Z≥2 and H ∈ Z≥1, sample two families of independent identically distributed
geometric random variables:
• WN,H ∈ Z≥1 has the geometric distribution with parameter w := aβ/(1 + aβ), that is,
Prob(WN,H = j) = w
j(1− w), j ≥ 1.
• UN,H ∈ Z≥0 has the geometric distribution
Prob(UN,H = j) =
1− ν
1 + aβ
(
ν + aβ
1 + aβ
)j
, j ≥ 0,
which is the homogeneous version of (1.3)–(1.4).
Define a family of random variables LN,H ∈ Z≥1, N ≥ 2, H ≥ 1, depending on the W ’s and the
U ’s via the recurrence relation
LN,H := max(LN−1,H , LN,H−1) +WN,H
−WN,H1LN−1,H>LN,H−1
N−2∑
j=1
1LN−1,H=...=LN−j,H>LN−j−1,H1UN−j,H≥j ,
(A.1)
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Figure 22: Directed last-passage percolation formulation of DGCG. The independent random vari-
ables WN,H and UN,H are written in rectangular boxes in each cell, and the variables LN,H (times
at which each cell is covered by the growing interface) are circled. Shaded are the cells which are
covered instantaneously during the growth.
together with the boundary conditions
L1,H = LN,0 = 0, H ≥ 0, N ≥ 1. (A.2)
An example is given in Figure 22.
Proposition A.5. The time-dependent formulation {HT (N)} (with homogeneous parameters) and
the last-passage formulation {LN,H} are equivalent in the sense that
LN,H = min {T : HT (N) = H}
for all H ≥ 1, N ≥ 2.
Proof. In {HT (N)} a cell (N,H) in the lattice can be covered by the growing interface at the step
T → T + 1 in two cases:
• it was an inner corner, and event (1.2) occurred;
• it was added to the covered inner corner instantaneously according to the probabilities (1.3)–(1.4).
Here WN,H is identified with the waiting time to cover (N,H) once this cell becomes an inner corner.
The coefficient by WN,H in the second line in (A.1) is the indicator of the event that the cell (N,H)
is covered instantaneously by a covered inner corner at some (N − j,H). The random variable
UN−j,H is precisely the random number of boxes which are instantaneously added when (N − j,H)
is covered, and it has to be at least j to cover (N,H). Moreover, it must be LN−1,H > LN,H−1,
this corresponds to the truncation in (1.3). When (N,H) is covered instantaneously (so that the
indicator is equal to 1), we have LN,H = LN−1,H , and WN,H is not added.
Remark A.6. The first line in (A.1) corresponds to the usual directed last-passage percolation
model with geometric weights. Denote it by L˜N,H , i.e., L˜N,H = max(L˜N−1,H , L˜N,H−1) + WN,H
(with the same boundary conditions (A.2)). Almost surely we have L˜N,H ≥ LN,H for all N,H.
Limit shape and fluctuation results for L˜N,H were obtained in [Joh00] (for the homogeneous case
aN ≡ a). In Section 6 we compare our limit shape with the one for L˜N,H .
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A.3 Strict-weak first-passage percolation
Any TASEP with parallel update and step initial configuration can be restated in terms of the
First-Passage Percolation (FPP) on a strict-weak lattice. Let us define the FPP model. Take a
lattice {(T, j) : T ≥ 0, j ≥ 1}, and draw its elements as (1, 0)T + (1, 1)j ⊂ R2, see Figure 23. Assign
random weights to the edges of the lattice: put weight zero at each diagonal edge, and independent
random weights with gB distribution (Definition A.1) at all horizontal edges. This model (with the
gB distributed weights) appeared in [Mar09] together with a queuing interpretation, see Remark A.8
below. Its limit shape was described in [Mar09] in terms of a Legendre dual.
T
j
F3(3)
0 1 2 3
1
2
3
Figure 23: Interpreting Gj(T ) as first-passage percolation times.
We consider directed paths on our lattice, i.e., paths which are monotone in both T and j. For
any path, define its weight to be the sum of weights of all its edges. Let the first passage time Fj(T )
from (0, 0) to (T, j) to be the minimal weight of a path over all directed paths from (0, 0) to (T, j).
Proposition A.7. We have Fj(T ) = Gj(T + j − 1) + j for all j, T (equality in distribution of
families of random variables), where Gj(T ) is the coordinate of the j-th particle in the gB-TASEP
started from the step initial configuration.
Proof. The first passage times satisfy the recurrence:
Fj(T ) = min(Fj−1(T ), Fj(T − 1) + wj,T ),
where wj,T is the gB random variable at the horizontal edge connecting (j, T − 1) and (j, T ). At
the same time, the gB-TASEP particle locations satisfy
Gj(T ) = min(Gj−1(T − 1)− 1, Gj(T − 1) + w˜j,T ),
where w˜j,T is the gB random variable corresponding to the desired jump of the j-th particle at time
step T − 1 → T . One readily sees that the boundary conditions for these recurrences also match,
which completes the proof.
The FPP times Fj(T ) have an interpretation in terms of column Robinson-Schensted-Knuth
(RSK) correspondence. We refer to [Ful97], [Sag01], [Sta01] for details on the RSK correspondences.
Applying the column RSK to a random integer matrix of size j × (T + j − 1) with independent gB
entries, one gets a random Young diagram λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λj ≥ 0) of at most j rows. The FPP
time is related to this diagram as Fj(T ) = λj . The full diagram λ can also be recovered with the
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help of Greene’s theorem [Gre74] by considering minima of weights over nonintersecting directed
paths in the strict-weak lattice with edge weights coming from the integer matrix.
To the best of our knowledge, the gB distribution presents a new family of random variables for
which the corresponding oriented FPP times (obtained by applying the column RSK to a random
matrix with independent entries) can be analyzed to the point of asymptotic fluctuations. Other
known examples of random variables with tractable (to the point of asymptotic fluctuations) be-
havior of the FPP times consist of the pure geometric and Bernoulli distributions. Under a Poisson
degeneration, the question of oriented FPP fluctuations can be reduced to the Ulam’s problem on
asymptotics of the longest increasing subsequence in a random permutation. Tracy-Widom fluctu-
ations in the latter case were obtained in the celebrated work [BDJ99].
Remark A.8. The oriented FPP model (as well as the TASEP with parallel update) is equivalent to
a tandem queuing system. For our models, the service times in the queues have the gB distribution.
We refer to [Bar01], [O’C03a], [Mar09] for tandem queue interpretation of the usual TASEP as well
as of the column RSK correspondence. See also the end of Section 1.6 for a similar interpretation
of the continuous space TASEP.
A.4 Continuous space TASEP and semi-discrete directed percolation
The homogeneous version (i.e., with ξ(χ) ≡ 1) of the continuous space TASEP with no roadblocks
possesses an interpretation in the spirit of directed First-Passage Percolation (FPP). This construc-
tion is very similar to a well-known interpretation of the usual continuous time TASEP on Z via
FPP. We are grateful to Jon Warren for this observation.
FixM ∈ Z≥1 and consider the space R≥0×{1, . . . ,M} in which each copy of R≥0 is equipped with
an independent standard Poisson point process of rate 1. See Figure 24 for an illustration. Let us
first recall the connection to the usual continuous time, discrete space TASEP (X˜1(t) > X˜2(t) > . . .),
X˜i(t) ∈ Z, t ∈ R≥0, started from the step initial configuration X˜i(0) = −i, i = 1, 2, . . .. In this
TASEP each particle has an independent exponential clock with rate 1, and when the clock rings
it jumps to the right by one provided that the destination is unoccupied. Fix t ∈ R>0. For each
1
2
3
4
t
Figure 24: A minimal energy up-right path from (0, 1) to (t, 4) in the semi-discrete Poisson
environment. We have X˜4(t) + 4 = 3.
m = 1, . . . ,M consider up-right paths from (0, 1) to (t,m) as in Figure 24. The energy of an up-right
path is, by definition, the total number of points in the Poisson processes lying on this path.
Proposition A.9. For each m and t, the minimal energy of an up-right path from (0, 1) to (t,m)
in the Poisson environment has the same distribution as the displacement X˜m(t) + m of the m-th
particle in the usual TASEP.
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For the continuous space TASEP consider a variant of this construction by putting an indepen-
dent exponential random weight with mean L−1 at each point of each of the Poisson processes as in
Figure 24. That is, let now the weight of each point be random instead of 1. One can say that we
replace the Poisson processes on R≥0×{1, . . . ,M} by marked Poisson processes. This environment
corresponds to the continuous space TASEP (X1(t) ≥ X2(t) ≥ . . .), Xi(t) ∈ R≥0:
Proposition A.10. For each t > 0 and m = 1, . . . ,M the minimal energy of an up-right path
from (0, 1) to (t,m) in the marked Poisson environment has the same distribution as the coordinate
Xm(t) of the m-th particle in the continuous space TASEP with mean jumping distance L
−1.
Both Propositions A.9 and A.10 are established similarly to Proposition A.7 while taking into
account the continuous horizontal coordinate. The interpretation via minimal energies of up-right
paths also allows to define random Young diagrams depending on the Poisson or marked Poisson
processes, respectively, by minimizing over collections of nonintersecting up-right paths. Utilizing
Greene’s theorem [Gre74], (see also [Ful97], [Sag01], or [Sta01]) one sees that in the case of the
usual TASEP the distribution of this Young diagram is the Schur measure ∝ sλ(1, . . . , 1)sλ(~0;~0; t).
It would be very interesting to understand the distribution and asymptotics of random Young
diagrams arising from the marked Poisson environment.
B Hydrodynamic equations for limiting densities
Here we present informal derivations of hydrodynamic partial differential equations which the limit-
ing densities and height functions of the DGCG and continuous space TASEP should satisfy. These
equations follow from constructing families of local translation invariant stationary distributions of
arbitrary density for the corresponding dynamics. The argument could be made rigorous if one
shows that these families exhaust all possible (nontrivial) translation invariant stationary distribu-
tions (as, e.g., it is for TASEP [Lig05] or PushTASEP [Gui97], [AG05]). We do not pursue this
classification question here.
B.1 Hydrodynamic equation for DGCG
Consider the discrete DGCG model in the asymptotic regime described in Section 6. Locally around
every scaled point η the distribution of the process should be translation invariant and stationary
under the homogeneous version of DGCG on Z (recall that it depends on the three parameters
a, β, ν). The existence (for suitable initial configurations) of the homogeneous dynamics on Z can
be established similarly to [Lig73], [And82].
A supply of translation invariant stationary distributions on particle configurations on Z is
given by product measures. That is, let us independently put particles at each site of Z with the
gB probability (cf. Definition A.1)
pi(j) := Prob(j particles at a site) =

1− c
1− cν , j = 0;
cj
(1− c)(1− ν)
1− cν , j ≥ 1.
(B.1)
Proposition B.1. The product measure pi⊗Z on particle configurations in Z corresponding to the
distribution pi (B.1) at each site is invariant under the homogeneous DGCG on Z with any values
of the parameters a and β.
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Proof. Let us check directly that pi is invariant, i.e., satisfies
pi(k + 1)P (k + 1→ k) + pi(k − 1)P (k − 1→ k) + pi(k)P (k → k) = pi(k), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (B.2)
where P (k → l) are the one-step transition probabilities of the homogeneous DGCG restricted to
a given site (say, we are looking at site 0). The probability that a particle coming from the left
crosses the bond −1→ 0 is equal to9
u :=
∞∑
n=0
pi(0)n(1− pi(0)) aβ
1 + aβ
(
ν + aβ
1 + aβ
)n
=
acβ
1 + acβ
,
where we sum over the number of empty sites to the left of 0, multiply by the probability that a
particle leaves a stack, and then travels distance n. We have
P (k + 1→ k) = aβ
1 + aβ
(1− u),
the probability that a particle leaves the stack at 0, and another particle does not join it from the
left. Moreover, for k ≥ 1 we have
P (k − 1→ k) = u(1− ν)
1 + aβ
1k=1 +
u
1 + aβ
1k≥2,
where for k = 1 we require that the moving particle stops at site 0, and for k ≥ 2 we need the stack
at 0 not to emit a particle. Finally,
P (k → k) =
(
1− u(1− ν)
1 + aβ
)
1k=0 +
(
aβu
1 + aβ
+
1− u
1 + aβ
)
1k≥1,
where we require that no particle has stopped at site 0 for k = 0 and sum over two possibilities to
preserve the number of particles at 0 for k ≥ 1. With these probabilities written down, checking
(B.2) is straightforward.
The density of particles under the product measure pi⊗Z is ρ(c) = c(1−ν)(1−c)(1−cν) , and the current
(i.e., the average number of particles crossing a given bond) is equal to the quantity u from the
proof of Proposition B.1, that is, j(c) = caβ1+caβ . Thus, the dependence of the current on the density
has the form (where we recall that the parameters a, ν depend on the space coordinate η)
j(ρ) =
2aβρ
2aβρ+ ν(ρ− 1) + ρ+ 1 +√(ν(ρ− 1) + ρ+ 1)2 − 4νρ2 . (B.3)
The partial differential equation for the limiting density ρ(τ, η) expressing the continuity of the
hydrodynamic flow has the form [AK84], [Rez91], [Lan96], [GKS10]
∂
∂τ
ρ(τ, η) +
∂
∂η
j
(
ρ(τ, η)
)
= 0. (B.4)
One can readily verify that the limit shape (6.1) satisfies this equation. Equation (B.4) should
also hold for the scaling limit of the inhomogeneous DGCG, when the parameters a, β, ν of the
homogeneous dynamics on the full line Z depend on the spatial coordinate η. That is, one should
replace j(ρ(τ, η)) (B.3) by j(ρ(τ, η); η) with a = a(η), a = β(η), a = ν(η) being the scaled values of
the parameters.
9Note that this calculation is greatly simplified by the fact that the update is parallel, otherwise we would have
to take into account the full behavior on the left half line. A way to deal with this issue for the stochastic six vertex
model (which is not parallel update) is discussed in, e.g., [Agg18].
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B.2 Hydrodynamic equation for continuous space TASEP
Assume that the set of roadblocks B is empty. Then locally at every point χ > 0 the behavior
of the continuous space TASEP should be homogeneous. Locally the parameters can be chosen so
that the mean waiting time to jump is 1/ξ ≡ 1/ξ(χ) and the mean jumping distance is 1.
The local distribution (on the full line R) should be invariant under space translations, and sta-
tionary under our homogeneous Markov dynamics. The existence (for suitable initial configurations)
of the dynamics on R can be established similarly to [Lig73], [And82].
A supply of translation invariant stationary distributions of arbitrary density may be constructed
as follows. Fix a parameter 0 < c < 1 and consider a Poisson process on R with rate (i.e., mean
density) c1−c . Put a random geometric number of particles at each point of this Poisson process,
independently at each point, with the geometric distribution
Prob(j ≥ 1 particles) = (1− c)cj−1.
Thus we obtain a so-called marked Poisson process — a distribution of stacks of particles on R.
It is clearly translation invariant. The stationarity of this process under the dynamics (for any ξ)
follows by setting q = 0 in [BP18b, Appendix B] so we omit the computation here.
The density of particles under this marked Poisson process is
ρ =
c
(1− c)2 .
One can check that the current of particles (that is, the mean number of particles passing through,
say, zero, in a unit of time) has the form
j = ξc = ξ
1 + 2ρ−√1 + 4ρ
2ρ
.
The partial differential equation for the limiting density ρ(θ, χ) (under the scaling described in
Section 4.1) expressing the continuity of the hydrodynamic flow has the form ρθ + (j(ρ))χ = 0, or
∂
∂θ
ρ(θ, χ) +
∂
∂χ
[
ξ(χ)
1 + 2ρ(θ, χ)−√1 + 4ρ(θ, χ)
2ρ(θ, χ)
]
= 0, ρ(0, χ) = +∞1χ=0. (B.5)
The density is related to the limiting height function as ρ(θ, χ) = − ∂∂χh(θ, χ), and so h should
satisfy
hχ(θ, χ) = − ξ(χ)hθ(θ, χ)(
ξ(χ)− hθ(θ, χ)
)2 , h(0, χ) = +∞1χ=0. (B.6)
The passage from (B.5) to (B.6) is done via integrating from χ to +∞ followed by algebraic ma-
nipulations. One can check that the limit shape in the curved part
h(θ, χ) = θw◦(θ, χ)−
χ∫
0
ξ(u)w◦(θ, χ)du
(ξ(u)−w◦(θ, χ))2
from Definition 4.3 indeed satisfies (B.6) whenever all derivatives make sense. Such a check is very
similar to the one performed in the discrete case in Appendix B.1 (and also corresponds to setting
q = 0 in [BP18b, Appendix B]), so we omit it for the continuous model.
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C Fluctuation kernels
C.1 Airy2 kernel and GUE Tracy-Widom distribution
Let Ai(x) := 12pi
∫
eiσ
3/3+iσxdσ be the Airy function, where the integration is over a contour in the
complex plane from ei
5pi
6 ∞ through 0 to ei pi6∞. Define the extended Airy kernel10 [Mac94], [FNH99],
[PS02] on R× R by
Aext(s, x; s′, x′) =
{∫∞
0 e
−µ(s−s′)Ai(x+ µ)Ai(x′ + µ)dµ, if s ≥ s′;
− ∫ 0−∞ e−µ(s−s′)Ai(x+ µ)Ai(x′ + µ)dµ, if s < s′
= − 1s<s′√
4pi(s′ − s) exp
(
−(x− x
′)2
4(s′ − s) −
1
2
(s′ − s)(x+ x′) + 1
12
(s′ − s)3
)
+
1
(2pii)2
∫∫
exp
(
sx− s′x′ − 1
3
s3 +
1
3
s′3 − (x− s2)u+ (x′ − s′2)v
− su2 + s′v2 + 1
3
(u3 − v3)
)du dv
u− v .
(C.1)
In the double contour integral expression, the v integration contour goes from e−i
2pi
3 ∞ through 0
to ei
2pi
3 ∞, and the u contour goes from e−i pi3∞ through 0 to ei pi3∞, and the integration contours
do not intersect. This expression for the extended Airy kernel which is most suitable for our needs
appeared in [BK08, Section 4.6], see also [Joh03].
We also use the following gauge transformation of the extended Airy kernel:
A˜ext(s, x; s′, x′) := e−sx+s
′x′+ 1
3
s3− 1
3
s′3Aext(s, x; s′, x′)
= − 1s<s′√
4pi(s′ − s) exp
(
−(s
2 − x− s′2 + x′)2
4(s′ − s)
)
+
1
(2pii)2
∫∫
exp
(
− (x− s2)u+ (x′ − s′2)v − su2 + s′v2 + 1
3
(u3 − v3)
)du dv
u− v .
(C.2)
When s = s′, Aext(s, x; s′, x′) becomes the usual Airy kernel (independent of s):
A(x;x′) := Aext(s, x; s, x′) =
1
(2pii)2
∫∫
eu
3/3−v3/3−xu+x′vdu dv
u− v
=
Ai(x)Ai′(x′)− Ai′(x)Ai(x′)
x− x′ , x, x
′ ∈ R.
(C.3)
The GUE Tracy-Widom distribution function [TW94] is the following Fredholm determinant
of (C.3):
FGUE(r) = det (1− A)(r,+∞) , r ∈ R, (C.4)
defined analogously to (3.15) with sums replaced by integrals over (r,+∞).
10In this paper we deal only with the Airy2 kernel and omit the subscript 2.
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C.2 BBP deformation of the Airy2 kernel
Fix m and a vector b = (b1, . . . , bm) ∈ Rm. Define the extended BBP kernel on R× R by
B˜extm,b(s, x; s
′, x′) := − 1s<s′√
4pi(s′ − s) exp
(
−(s
2 − x− s′2 + x′)2
4(s′ − s)
)
+
1
(2pii)2
∫∫ m∏
j=1
v − bi
u− bi exp
(
− (x− s2)u+ (x′ − s′2)v − su2 + s′v2 + 1
3
(u3 − v3)
)du dv
u− v .
(C.5)
The integration contours are as in the Airy kernel (C.1) with the additional condition that they
both must pass to the left of the poles bi.
For s = s′ = 0 this kernel (denote it by B˜m,b(x, x′)) was introduced in [BBP05] the context of
spiked random matrices. The extended version appeared in [IS07]. In this paper we are using the
gauge transformation similar to (C.2), hence the tilde in the notation. Denote for b = (0, . . . , 0)
the corresponding distribution function by
Fm(r) := det
(
1− B˜m,b
)
(r,+∞), r ∈ R.
Remark C.1. Note that in several other papers, e.g., [BCF14], [Bar15], [BP18b] the kernel like
(C.5) has the reversed product
∏m
i=1
u−bi
v−bi , but the contours pass to the right of the poles. Such
a form is equivalent to (C.5). In [BP08] a common generalization with poles on both sides of the
contours is considered.
C.3 Deformation of the Airy2 kernel arising at a traffic jam
For δ > 0 introduce the following deformation of the extended Airy2 kernel (C.2):
A˜ext,δ(s, x; s′, x′) = − 1s<s′√
4pi(s′ − s) exp
(
−(s
2 − x− s′2 + x′)2
4(s′ − s)
)
+
1
(2pii)2
∫∫
exp
(
δ
v
− δ
u
− (x− s2)u+ (x′ − s′2)v − su2 + s′v2 + 1
3
(u3 − v3)
)
du dv
u− v
(C.6)
with the same integration contours as in the Airy kernel with the additional condition that they
both pass to the left of 0. This kernel can be related to certain random matrix and percolation
models considered in [BP08], see Section 5.5.4 for details. A Fredholm determinant at s = s′ of this
kernel is a deformation of the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution (C.4):
F
(δ,s)
GUE(r) = det
(
1− A˜ext,δ(s, ·; s, ·))
(r,+∞), r ∈ R. (C.7)
Note that this deformation additionally depends on s in contrast with the undeformed case, so
the deformation breaks translation invariance of the kernel and the process. When δ = 0, both the
extended kernel (C.6) and the deformed Tracy-Widom GUE distribution turn into the corresponding
undeformed objects.
One can show by a change of variables in the integral in (C.6) that F
(δ,0)
GUE(r+2δ
1
2 )→ FGUE(2− 23 r)
as δ → +∞. This explains why the deformed distribution F (δ,0)GUE arises at a phase transition between
two GUE Tracy-Widom laws. We are grateful to Guillaume Barraquand for this observation.
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C.4 Fluctuation kernel in the Gaussian phase
Let m ∈ Z≥1 and γ > 0 be fixed. Define the kernel on R as follows:
G˜extm,γ(h;h
′) := −1γ>1
exp
{
− (h−h′γ)2
2(γ2−1)
}
√
2pi(γ2 − 1)
+
1
(2pii)2
∫∫
exp
{−12w2 + 12z2 − hw + h′z}( zwγ
)m dz dw
z − wγ .
(C.8)
The z contour is a vertical line in the left half-plane traversed upwards which crosses the real line
to the left of −γ. The w contour goes from e−i pi6∞ to −1 to ei pi6 .
For γ = 1 a Fredholm determinant of this kernel describes the distribution of the largest eigen-
value of an m ×m GUE random matrix H = [Hij ]mi,j=1, H∗ = H, ReHij ∼ N
(
0,
1+1i=j
2
)
, i ≥ j,
ImHij ∼ N
(
0, 12
)
, i > j. That is, the distribution function of the largest eigenvalue is
Gm(r) = det
(
1− G˜extm,1
)
(r,+∞).
The extended version (C.8) appeared in [EM98], [IS05] (see also [IS07]).
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